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Abstract 

This research addressed the need for society to collectively mobilize citizens to respond 

to climate change, a body of research referred to as social mobilization for climate action. 

I explored the practical applications of social mobilization through examining four case 

studies on exemplary organizations working towards climate solutions. Interviews with 

leaders in each organization were conducted to uncover the key themes, processes and 

strategies they used to mobilize people to take action on climate and energy goals. 

Findings indicated five key areas of practices that these organizations used to improve 

social mobilization for climate action: connections and relationships; inclusive civic 

engagement; storytelling and educating; shared ownership and local focus; and support 

and capacity. I provide a series of civic engagement narratives, as well as 

recommendations for supporting social progress on climate action intended to give 

practitioners a set of potential methods for increasing civic participation in climate 

initiatives.  
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Part 1: Introduction  

Research Context  

On a frosty December evening in a small west coast Canadian city, I welcomed citizens 

into a community hall. As a planning consultant, my job was to help local government officials 

create a community sustainability plan. Residents were given an opportunity to be closely 

involved with the process. At the time, we were happy with the turnout—dozens of people 

volunteered for working groups in which they’d investigate ideas for making their city more 

energy efficient and ecologically resilient. But the task of figuring out how the community could 

meet an ambitious greenhouse gas emission (GHG) reduction target—80% reduction of 

emissions by 2050—was overwhelming for both residents and local government staff members. 

Attendees were startled by the project’s potential complexity, as they began to see the 

implications for shifting infrastructure, financing, and transportation networks. Despite the 

challenges, we jointly hashed out a plan that contained a robust set of goals and actions, which 

was embraced by the region’s four jurisdictions and recognized with a Canadian Institute of 

Planners award. Yet despite well-crafted vision statements and objectives, not enough on-the-

ground outcomes have been realized to put the city on track to meet climate mitigation targets. 

During my time creating sustainability and climate plans, I observed a lack of adequate cross-

cutting and long-lasting participation in climate solutions.  

Although rates of global CO2 emissions have slowed since 2014, the global community is 

not on track to keep temperatures increases below 2 degrees Celsius (Jackson, Le Quéré, 

Andrew, Canadell, Peters, Roy & Wu, 2017). Sustainable development practices haven’t resulted 

in sufficient climate change mitigation—current GHG emission trends continue to indicate a path 
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to higher global temperature scenarios (Raftery, Zimmer, Frierson, Startz, & Liu, 2017). We 

know that climate change threatens life on the planet (United Nations, 2016); it’s referred to as a 

“super wicked problem” (Levin, Cashore, Bernstein & Auld, 2012), one that presents a sticky 

mess of challenges on all sorts of social, political and economic levels. The complexity of 

addressing a super wicked problem like climate change is attributed to four features: “time is 

running out; those who cause the problem also seek to provide a solution; the central authority 

needed to address them is weak or non-existent; and irrational discounting occurs that pushes 

responses into the future”  (Levin et al , 2012, p. 124). The potential impacts of climate change 

on human societies are bone-chilling and brain-rattling, and scientists have been sharing these 

projections with the public, industry and governments for decades (Archer & Pierrehumbert, 

2011). Their warnings, at first tentative and cautious of political ramifications, are getting 

louder—over 15,000 scientists issued a “warning to humanity” in 2017 (Ripple et al., 2017).  

So why haven’t we—the collective “we”—been doing enough? Why aren’t most of us 

marching in the streets and devoting our days to shaping a powerful response to climate change? 

How can environmental professionals (like city planners, educators, scientists, artists and policy-

makers) inspire, invite, and encourage people to act on climate solutions? This research is my 

attempt to explore these questions. I set out on this journey to understand how we can 

collectively mobilize ourselves and others to make progress on climate solutions.  

Significance  

Because climate change challenges us on so many levels, researchers and practitioners 

grapple with the multi-level response that’s required from all levels of governance and 

institutions, the private sector, and the general public (Bomberg & McEwen, 2012; S. Sheppard, 
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Iype, Cote, & Salter, 2015). As I observed in my planning work, trying to build public support 

for climate interventions is a barrier for municipalities and organizations working to meet 

climate targets (Moser & Pike, 2015; Sarzynski, 2015). Researchers have pointed out that there’s 

a need to improve community-level engagement that inspires action on climate change (Moser & 

Pike, 2015).  The substantial shifts needed in local and global systems to address climate change 

will require transformations within in our communities, involving extensive participation by a 

wide variety of contributors including everyday citizens from all walks of life, business owners, 

leaders, and politicians. The Paris Agreement, the 2015 United Nations agreement on how to 

respond to the global climate threat, highlights the central role of collaboration, stating that the 

response to climate change requires the “widest possible cooperation by all countries, and their 

participation in an effective and appropriate international response” (United Nations, 2016, p. 2). 

The complexity of extensive and coordinated participation in climate action by society as a 

whole requires innovative and novel approaches. “Effective social change, particularly in 

sustainable community development, is highly dependent upon novel methods of collaboration, 

social innovation, interdisciplinary research and new models of governance” (Ling & Dale, 

2014, p. 14).  

An emerging body of research refers to the process of crafting a wide-spread and 

coordinated response to climate action as social mobilization. The Pacific Institute of Climate 

Solutions (PICS), hosted by the University of Victoria and in partnership with three other British 

Columbia universities, connects a network of researchers from around British Columbia who are 

exploring effective approaches to climate mitigation and adaptation. The PICS describes social 

mobilization for climate action as “engagement and motivation of the public and multiple 

http://www.pics.uvic.ca/
http://www.pics.uvic.ca/
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stakeholders to implement climate solutions, through social learning, social movements, 

behaviour change, community action, and policy change” (S. Sheppard et al., 2015). Social 

mobilization is an apt description for an urgent need—how to develop collective responses to 

climate change.  

My research aims to understand the practical applications of social mobilization for 

climate action, to investigate how we can engage multiple actors over the long-term and go far 

beyond intermittent public engagement and communication campaigns. My intention is to 

provide recommendations that support rapid progress on climate action, offering practitioners 

methods for community mobilization that surpass existing barriers.  

Research Question and Objectives 

This study explored the ways in which individuals, organizations and governments can 

improve civic participation in climate and energy initiatives. The following two research 

questions guided this project:  

1. What type of engagement and communication practices can communities use to 

facilitate social mobilization for climate action?  

To inform and support my research process, I outlined the following objectives. It was useful for 

me to refer back to these objectives many times over the course of my project.  

1. Discover key themes, processes and strategies used by communities successfully 

fostering social mobilization to meet their climate and energy goals.  

2. Understand why some communities are more successful than others in mobilizing 

citizens to respond to climate risks and engage in a clean energy transition.  
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3. Share the approaches, thoughts and stories of key actors in successful social 

mobilization initiatives. 

4. Describe and reflect upon the context and systems within which social mobilization 

for climate solutions occurs.  

5. Share my research findings using a narrative approach—develop lively and relevant 

material that’s accessible to both environmental practitioners and the general public.  

Researcher’s Perspective  

As noted above, I began my career as a sustainable community planner with a consulting 

firm that led several community sustainability projects in Canada. My time working on the “front 

lines” as a community planner gave me a pragmatic view of what it really takes to integrate 

sustainability into city building. I educated citizens on environmental issues, assisted local 

government leaders who were struggling to balance a huge variety of objectives on tight budgets, 

and collaborated with designers who were working within the complexity of their specific 

projects. My experience presented me with a significant frame of reference with which to view 

the multi-faceted opportunities and challenges in maintaining healthy ecosystems.  

Yet my role also gave me a close-up view into how difficult it is to meaningfully engage 

citizens over the long-term on climate solutions. Despite an intense focus on engagement 

processes, I didn’t see the wide-spread level of participation needed to support rapid progress on 

climate mitigation and adaptation. At times in my career as a planner, I felt the dull throb of 

burn-out. In private moments, I’d throw up my hands and think, “What’s the point?” As we 

move into an era of faltering ecosystems and wildly shifting weather, it sometimes appears that 

humans will just continue with “business as usual.” Trying to understand humans’ collective 
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response to climate change both saddened and intrigued me, and attracted me to literature on 

environmental philosophy, the decline of civic engagement, psychological responses to climate 

change, and social capital. The insights and challenges presented by my sustainability planning 

work situated me in an ideal position to carry out this research, sparking a deep interest in 

building social capacity for climate mobilization.   
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Part 2: Literature Review 

The Decline of Civic Participation 

If you had been born in the 1920s in North America, it’s likely that your daily life would 

have included volunteer positions in school or church organizations, membership in one or more 

professional organizations, and frequent participation in neighbourhood or community events. 

You’d have been part of what Putnam (2001) refers to as the “long civic generation,” a cohort 

born between 1910 and 1940. You’d have been almost three times as likely to read a daily 

newspaper, twice as likely to vote, and belong to twice as many civic organizations as someone 

born in the 1960s or later. Half of all large membership associations and civic groups in North 

America—Red Cross, 4-H, Lions Club, NAACP—were founded between 1870 and 1920 

(Putnam, 2001). Moreover, there was a movement to meet broad social goals through the 

widespread creation of parks, playgrounds, settlement houses and kindergartens. In the early 

days of the twentieth century, social capital was flourishing, characterized by dense community 

networks of participation, reciprocity and trust (Putnam, 2001).  

The general decline in civic participation over the last several decades underscores that 

collective mobilization on a mass scale, as climate change demands, is a substantial challenge. 

Why did civic participation decline in the succeeding cohorts after the long civic generation? 

Putnam’s  (2001) research revealed that civic disengagement occurred across all groups, 

regardless of education, socio-economic status, age or ethnicity; he conducted extensive research 

on the decline of civic participation, and suggested that the reasons for the withdrawal from 

collective activities were associated with generational change (50%), the rise in electronic 

entertainment that dominates leisure time (25%), urbanization, sprawl and commuting (10%), 
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and changes in the workplace i.e. two career families (10%). Researchers theorize that since the 

1940s, people have become more individualistic; they’re more interested in personal gain than 

participation in social groups (Putnam, 2001; Russell, 1993). Russell (1993) describes those born 

in the baby boom generation as “free agents,” focused on individual gain and competition rather 

than teamwork and the common good. Woolcock (2000) observes that in the 1950s and 60s, 

traditional social interactions were actually discouraged and seen as barriers to modernism.    

When Participation Works 

Why should we participate? What is the value of public participation in civic and political 

processes? In a broad review of 239 case studies on public participation in environmental 

projects, ranging from site-specific developments to regional and federal policy issues, Beierle 

and Crawford (2002)identified five overarching social goals of public participation: “1) 

incorporating public values into decisions, 2) improving substantive quality of decisions, 3) 

resolving conflict among competing interests, 4) building trust in institutions, 5) educating and 

informing the public” (p. 6). As levels of public trust, civic participation and social networks 

decline, our ability to solve environmental challenges may be limited (Beierle & Crawford, 

2002). Researchers remind us of the value of public participation in our political processes: 

“Rather than seeing policy decisions as fundamentally technical with some need for public input, 

we should see many more decisions as fundamentally public with the need for some technical 

input” (Beierle & Crawford, 2002, p. 75). Dale (2009) asserts that forums for public participation 

are essential for meeting the complex, horizontal challenges—ones that involve cooperation by 

so many levels of government and society—inherent in sustainable development.  
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Research shows that successful public participation processes—those that fully or 

partially meet the social goals mentioned on the previous page—are affected by level of trust, 

amount of influence and type of engagement mechanism (Beierle & Crawford, 2002; Dietz & 

Stern, 2008). Lead agencies in public participation processes can increase public trust through 

involving participants early in the process and welcoming contributors’ influence on the process 

and the outcomes (Beierle & Crawford, 2002). Case studies revealed that when the public 

perceives real opportunities to influence a project, motivation and trust in the lead agency 

increases (Beierle & Crawford, 2002; Dietz & Stern, 2008). If the participants believe that they’ll 

have a real influence on the project, they are much more likely to be motivated to contribute their 

time and ideas. Furthermore, trust in a process increases when the lead agency provides a 

realistic overview of resource constraints, clearly shows how input will be used, and explains its 

level of commitment to incorporate participant contributions—transparency improves the 

public’s motivation to participate in decision-making (Beierle & Crawford, 2002; Dale, 2009; 

Dietz & Stern, 2008).  

Successful participation is also informed by what type of engagement mechanisms are 

used. More-intensive engagement mechanisms, in which participants are more closely involved 

in deliberation and decision-making, such as advisory committees, negotiations, and mediations, 

are more effective at meeting social goals than less-intensive mechanisms, such as public 

information sessions or surveys (Beierle & Crawford, 2002; Dietz & Stern, 2008). However, 

less-intensive mechanisms have a broader scope, so they prove effective for reaching a wide 

range of participants and informing the general public (Beierle & Crawford, 2002; Dietz & Stern, 

2008; Sarzynski, 2015). Arnstein (2007) makes a distinction between citizen engagement and 
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citizen power; her ladder of citizen participation shows increased engagement at each higher 

rung of the ladder, as public influence on decision-making increases. The top rungs of the ladder 

indicate levels of input such as “participation” and “citizen control,” in which the public play a 

significant role in a process. Researchers studying public participation methods recommend 

selecting the appropriate mechanism for the aims and resources of each specific project.  

Unfortunately, research shows a weak relationship between successful public 

participation process and actual implementation of policy decisions (Beierle & Crawford, 2002). 

Projects may have a positive, robust engagement process—one which builds trust, incorporates 

public values, reduces conflict, and educates citizens—yet public participation has less influence 

upon implementation than political will or funding (Beierle & Crawford, 2002). For example, it’s 

important to consider that participation takes place in a larger regulatory context: “public 

participation—even when done well—is not a substitute for the regulatory power, political will, 

and money required to get things done” (Beierle & Crawford, 2002, p. 62). Their research 

reveals a need for public participation to focus on political and economic influence to ensure 

effective long-term implementation of environmental policy.  

Social Capital: The Currency of Trust and Reciprocity 

In all areas of our lives, we draw upon various types of currency as media of exchange, 

allowing us to give and receive services, goods, favours and information. If we’re lucky or 

hardworking—or both—we accumulate various forms of currency as capital that we can use to 

meet personal or collective goals. Forms of capital include financial capital, human capital 

(skills, knowledge, motivation), natural capital (renewable and non-renewable resources), and 

social capital (our personal and professional networks) (Forum for the Future, n.d.). Putnam 
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(2001) defines social capital as “the social networks and norms of reciprocity associated with 

them” (p. 9). Social capital is characterised by valuable social bonds that are built upon trust, 

empathy and beneficial exchange (Putnam, 2001; Woolcock, 2000).  

Research highlights notable differences between types of social capital: bonding social 

capital is represented by inclusive groups of close-knit individuals that share defining values and 

norms, while bridging social capital links a wider variety of groups, connecting and forming 

diverse alliances (Ling & Dale, 2014; Putnam, 2001; Woolcock, 2000). Further distinctions 

clarify other expressions of social capital such as linking social capital—connections between 

citizens and political resources—and vertical social capital—connections between community 

members and individuals with political or economic influence (Ling & Dale, 2014). Networks of 

social capital are reflected throughout both our personal lives and wider communities. A network 

of trusted social connections can lead to meeting a spouse through a close friend (bonding) or 

scoring a coveted job through a former co-worker (bridging). In the context of social 

mobilization, Putnam (2001) points out that social capital is a “prerequisite for political 

mobilization and reform” (p. 399). Communities with robust social networks and high levels of 

civic engagement—participation in local organizations such as clubs, charities and religious 

groups—demonstrate resilience to challenges, trust in political institutions and successful 

regional governance (Putnam, 2001).  

From a systems perspective, social capital is a positively reinforcing system of exchange 

(Ostrom, 2010; Woolcock, 2000). For example, individuals that initiate cooperative behaviour 

within a group may develop a reputation as trustworthy and inspire cooperation from others 
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(Ostrom, 2010). Accordingly, recurring positive interactions between individuals generate trust, 

reciprocity and reputation within groups (Bomberg, 2012; Ostrom, 2010).  

Furthermore, meaningful engagement and trust is enhanced in face-to-face settings (Dietz 

& Stern, 2008; Ostrom, 2010; Putnam, 2001), with Ostrom noting a higher likelihood that 

individuals will honour commitments made in a face-to face meeting. Similarly, Dietz and Stern 

describe in-person interactions as at “the heart of a participation process (2008, p. 126)” and 

observe a correlation between face-to-face processes and successful participation outcomes. 

Putnam stresses the importance of in-person dialogue: 

Politics without social capital is politics at a distance…Without such face-to-face 

interaction, without immediate feedback, without being forced to examine our opinions 

under the light of other citizens’ scrutiny, we find it easier to hawk quick fixes and to 

demonize anyone who disagrees. Anonymity is fundamentally anathema to deliberation. 

(2001, p. 342) 

However, while recognizing the significance of face-to-face conversations for reinforcing 

social capital, it’s prudent to acknowledge the benefits of digital engagement channels, as well: 

case study research by Sheppard, Iype, Cote, and Salter (2015) points out that social media can 

benefit mobilization networks through increasing awareness of offline meetings and drawing in 

broader groups of participants.  

Despite the beneficial contributions of social capital, it can also lead to negative 

outcomes (Newman & Dale, 2007; Putnam, 2001; Sarzynski, 2015; Woolcock, 2000), as seen in 

exclusive bonded networks with strong ties. In groups with high levels of bonding social capital, 

information circulates within a tight, exclusive sphere—values, beliefs and opinions tend to knit 
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even more closely, confirming the social norms that members see reflected all around them (Dale 

& Sparkes, 2007; Newman & Dale, 2007). Although bonding social capital is important for 

developing trust and shared identity, it can sometimes become too exclusive and restricted, 

running the risk of stagnancy (Newman & Dale, 2007). Newman and Dale refer to this type of 

bonding capital as “homophily,” in which reinforcing loops cause a group to become 

increasingly similar. These types of closed social networks can prevent change and inhibit social 

goals if they become suspect of outsiders, overly supportive of existing power structures and 

resistant to new ideas (Dale & Sparkes, 2007; Newman & Dale, 2007; Putnam, 2001; Sarzynski, 

2015; Woolcock, 2000).  

Conversely, bridging social capital is recognised as an essential building block of 

collective mobilization in communities (Dale & Sparkes, 2007; Putnam, 2001). Bridging social 

capital is characterized by the connections and flow of information between diverse groups. 

Rather than the whirlpool of self-perpetuating information circulating in inclusive groups, 

bridging social capital is like fresh water flowing into a lake ecosystem—it brings diversity, new 

thinking and broader influence as information travels outside its place of origin. Putnam (2001) 

notes the importance of “transcend[ing] our social and political and professional identities to 

connect with people unlike ourselves” (p. 411). Case study research on social mobilization for 

ecosystem protection has demonstrated the efficacy of bridging social capital for achieving 

successful outcomes, revealing how a highly-connected network with linkages between multiple 

groups—old and new—led to protection of a community watershed (Dale & Sparkes, 2007).  
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Bomberg  (2012) demonstrated that broad climate mobilization networks are often 

fuelled by an exchange of resources, rather than solely based on shared values or goals, and 

makes a distinction between alliances and mobilization networks. Bomberg explains:  

Alliances include like-minded actors sharing the same goals and, usually, means. In 

contrast, a mobilization network includes a wider range of stakeholders, each with 

different aims but all with resources—such as expertise, knowledge, access, support, or 

legitimacy—with which to bargain.   

This finding indicates the value of a more formalized process of exchange, going beyond 

the casual reciprocity of familiar networks. Bomberg’s research shows that when working on 

building networks for climate action, we should consider what skills or resources we can bring to 

the table.  

The Power of Agency  

But what activates a well-developed network of social capital to mobilize and achieve 

goals such as collective action on climate change? Researchers suggest that a sense of agency—

the ability of an individual to affect the world around them—is the force that mobilizes social 

capital to generate change (Dale & Onyx, 2005; Dale & Sparkes, 2007; Krishna, 2001; Ling & 

Dale, 2014). In a study comparing the efficacy of social capital in 60 villages in Rajasthan, India, 

Krishna (2001)challenges the notion that the presence of social capital alone predicts successful 

collective action: “Social capital represents a potential—a propensity for mutually beneficial 

collective action. But potential needs to be activated, and agency is important for this purpose” 

(p. 934). A diverse network of social capital stimulated by a sense of agency can turn a 

community’s trajectory towards achieving environmental goals.   
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Bandura (2006) identified a key indicator of human agency: belief in one’s own efficacy. 

An individual’s confidence that they can affect the world around them is linked to their actual 

potential to make change—a sense of personal efficacy leads to incentive, action and motivation 

(Bandura, 2000, 2006). Individuals with a higher sense of efficacy are more likely to act and to 

persevere in the face of difficulties, whereas those with a lower belief in their efficacy are less 

likely to take action in the first place and more likely to give up when they encounter challenges 

(Bandura, 2006). Collective action works in much the same way: how a group perceives their 

collective efficacy determines their ability to apply effort, stay motivated and endure setbacks.  

Bandura (2000) is careful to note that collective efficacy is linked to a collective perception, 

rather than the quantity of individual efficacy beliefs in the group; he describes perceived 

collective efficacy as an “emergent property” of groups that wish to engage in a collective action.  

The significance of perceived collective efficacy is reflected in Bomberg and McEwen’s 

case study research on the success of community energy groups in Scotland (2012); they 

identified the importance of symbolic resources that groups can draw upon to achieve collective 

mobilization. Symbolic resources, such as collective identify and a sense of community 

autonomy, shaped group capacity to mobilize around and accomplish community energy goals 

(Bomberg & McEwen, 2012). Their case studies showed that successful groups were driven by a 

sense of empowerment, economic self-reliance and energy independence; and furthermore, that 

these influences often held more significance than upholding environmental values. Another 

example of collective empowerment in relation to meeting community energy goals is the energy 

and food security initiatives of T’So-uke First Nation on Vancouver Island, BC. Research on this 

case study showed that the desire for community empowerment, resilience and ownership led to 
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wide-spread engagement by the community, as well as establishing the T’So-uke Nation as 

leaders in implementing renewable energy and local food systems (Newell & King, 2013; 

Sheppard, Iype, Cote, & Salter, 2015).  

Empowered: The Special Role of Key Actors  

This notable insight on the power of agency—that it stimulates existing stocks of social 

capital—highlights the important role of key actors for effective social mobilization. In their case 

studies on community energy groups, Bomberg and McEwan (2012) discovered that examples of 

successful mobilization were closely related to the ability of individuals within the group to share 

knowledge, navigate political systems, take advantage of resources and mitigate barriers. Groups 

that didn’t posses these types of activated members were less likely to achieve their goals. Ling 

and Dale (2014) also indicated the importance of individuals for supporting sustainable 

development in communities, and likewise, the need for communities to provide opportunities 

for such individuals to develop the capacity for action. Their research shows that individuals who 

activate social change draw upon both internal capacity through their skills, knowledge and 

confidence (belief in efficacy), and external capacity through their networks and personal 

connections. Furthermore, their research emphasized that individual reasons to take action—such 

as social injustice, sense of place or global impacts—also play a key role in determining agency 

(Dale, Ling, & Newman, 2008; Ling & Dale, 2014).  

In their case study of successful collective action for watershed protection, Dale and 

Sparks (2008) charted social capital network structures and relationships. Their research 

described two levels of key actors: connectors, individuals that link diverse groups, and critical 

nodes, connectors who assumed leadership roles in a social mobilization process. They noted 
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that the connectors and critical nodes were vital to the project’s success. Connectors bridge and 

link social capital; they access diverse resources and work at various levels of influence (Dale & 

Sparkes, 2007; Newman & Dale, 2007). The individuals identified as critical nodes went one 

step further, playing a significant role in negotiating solutions, maintaining dialogue and building 

trust between groups with conflicting interests. Again, these key actors were identified as crucial 

elements of bridging social capital; Newman and Dale (2007) state, “If a group loses its 

connectors, it loses its bridges into the wider community and thus loses agency” (p. 85).  

The Bridge to Implementation  

The valuable role of bridging social capital, as well as key actors, hints at a pathway for 

addressing the challenge of moving from policy to implementation, as previously identified. 

Several researchers have called attention to approaches that simultaneously attend to multiple 

levels in political, social and economic systems in order to successfully address complex 

environmental issues like climate change (Bomberg, 2012; Dale & Sparkes, 2007; Innes & 

Booher, 2004; Sarzynski, 2015; Woolcock, 2000). The challenges of applying solutions across 

multiple levels include: diffused power across various organizations, limited scope of authority 

for any one agency or group, and the complexity of global, systemic issues (Bomberg, 2012; 

Dale & Sparkes, 2007; Dietz & Stern, 2008). Sarzynski points to the intersection of public, 

private, and non-profit sectors as the condition at which civic capacity becomes viable (2015). 

The need for influence and interaction at multiple levels of authority emphasizes the importance 

of bridging capital for social mobilization. In their research on the successful community 

watershed case study, Dale and Sparks (Dale & Sparkes, 2007) note that “diverse networks 
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achieved small successes at multiple levels” (p. 152) leading to long-term momentum for the 

conservation plan. 

Acknowledging multiple levels of influence in diverse power structures leads to the 

question: who should lead social change? Putnam (2001) asserted that the matter of community 

versus governmental leadership is inconsequential, stating “social capitalists need to avoid false 

debates. One such debate is ‘top-down versus bottom-up.’ The roles of national and local 

institution in restoring American community need to be complementary; neither alone can solve 

the problem” (p. 413). Likewise, Woolcock (2000) notes the importance of understanding 

network structure and connections in order to optimize collaboration between various 

community and political agencies. Additional research highlights that regardless of leadership, 

positive results ensue from situations in which each group maintains a focus on the motivations 

and desires of the other (Briggs, 2008); for example, a community-led program should have a 

robust connection with government agencies, and government-led programs should strive to 

genuinely include and consult with civic organizations.   

The concept of coproduction, in which civic groups and governments are both intensely 

involved in community plans and services, can lead to a perception of more legitimacy and 

shared responsibility for implementation measures (Bovaird, 2007; Dietz & Stern, 2008; 

Sarzynski, 2015). Sustained citizen participation over the long-term has a positive impact on the 

potential for implementation of environmental solutions (Dietz & Stern, 2008; Sarzynski, 2015). 

Anguelovski, Carmin, Lankao & Dodman (2011) suggest that communities can successfully 

implement climate action by involving community task forces or committees, ensuring sustained 

civic participation that turns good ideas and policies into reality. Research into several cases of 
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collective capacity around the world led Briggs (2008) to describe civic organizations as 

“brokers” that serve as mediators between citizens and government agencies; he realized the 

importance of these civic brokers when he noticed that they were present in every case of 

effective collective mobilization he studied. Briggs’ findings reinforce those of Bomberg and 

McEwan (2012) and highlight the role of key actors who negotiate, mediate and bargain through 

the connections they maintain with multiple levels of influence. The literature is clear that 

individuals who connect multiple groups through strong bridging social capital play an essential 

role in social, environmental change. 

A New Era of Civic Inventiveness  

Research emphasizes the need to create opportunities for authentic, creative participation 

by people from all walks of life (Lertzman, 2015; Sarzynski, 2015), and to ensure that this 

responsibility is shared between civil society organizations, businesses and government agencies 

(Woolcock, 2000). Lertzman (2015) points out that “the way forward appears to center on ways 

to enable people to experience themselves as true agents—with opportunities to contribute-to, 

create, be heard, respected and valued” (p. 146). This approach signals a shift away from trying 

to push people to take the “right” actions, and toward inviting them to be full participants and co-

creators of change. Instead of telling audiences what to do and why, there is a growing 

movement toward the power of encouraging and inviting participation (Lertzman, 2015; Moser, 

2009).  

In conclusion, research tells us that social mobilization is underpinned by robust 

networks of social capital, but that igniting social capital to adequately tackle environmental and 

social challenges requires a nuanced approach, which includes opportunities for co-production, 
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support of key actors, and improving links between groups. In our search for social 

transformation in response to climate change, investing in social capital is a good place to start: 

“regular connections with my fellow citizens don’t ensure that I will be able to put myself in 

their shoes, but social isolation virtually guarantees that I will not” (Putnam, 2001, p. 340). 

Researchers agree that education on civic participation is essential for rebuilding social capital 

and engagement (Beierle & Crawford, 2002; Moser & Pike, 2015; Putnam, 2001). Literature on 

social mobilization shows that there are several methods for activating social capital including: 

promoting education on civic involvement; encouraging multi-level partnerships; focusing on 

sustained civic participation in implementation phases; nurturing the capacity and sense of 

efficacy in key actors; mapping and understanding the structure and function of social networks; 

and building relationships between dissimilar groups.  
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Part 3: Methodology 

Research Design and Rationale 

I used a qualitative research approach due to its efficacy in exploring process (Rosaline, 

2008), supporting my objective to investigate how practitioners can improve social mobilization 

processes. Specifically, I applied case study research methods to gain deeper insight into 

organizations that display characteristics of social mobilization. I combined this method with a 

narrative approach, allowing me to tell the story of each case study in an engaging way and 

ensuring that a variety of audiences can access my findings.  

Case study methods.  

I was drawn to case study research as it presents insights through up-close understanding 

of “real-world behavior” (Yin, 2012) and offers a way to investigate and reveal phenomena 

that’s embedded in a complex context of social or cultural systems (Brandell & Varkas, 2011). 

Further, this method lends itself to meaning-making, allowing the researcher to understand the 

significance of shared experiences and events (Brandell & Varkas, 2011). My research was a 

multiple-case design: I looked at more than one case study, based on Yin’s (2012) observation 

that “each case aim[s] to examine a complementary facet of the main research question” (p. 8). 

Narrative approach.  

I felt that a narrative approach would be well-suited to case study research, which is 

“more like narrative than traditional academic writing in that it tells a story of relationships, 

interactions and processes” (Hamilton & Corbett-Whittier, 2014, p. 2). In my thesis, each case 

study essentially tells a story that circles back to the original research question. Brandell and 

Varkas (2011) state, “In its simplest form, the case study is a story told for the purpose of 
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understanding and learning. It captures essential meanings and qualities that might not be 

conveyed as forcefully or as effectively through other research media” (p. 2).  My study used the 

method of thick description to reveal the “rich details of the case” and “the complex layers of 

understanding that structure the social world” (Dawson, 2012, p. 934). I found that a narrative 

approach provided the advantage of blending various threads that contribute meaning to a case—

the social, ecological and cultural context, the experience of the participants, and my perspective 

as a researcher. 

…the art of case study is the art of telling the story of what is going on, what is most 

significantly meaningful, in the case in question… the aim is to tell as much as can be 

discerned through interaction and observation, giving voice to the views and stories of 

research participants, but always mediated by the interpretive lens brought to the telling 

by the researcher and the circumstances in which the research is being carried out. 

(Dawson, 2012, p. 944) 

I looked within my research to understand the stories hidden there and to present them in 

a way that would capture my readers’ attention. Bold (2012) reminds us not to underestimate the 

rigour of a narrative approach, highlighting its use of critical analysis, reflection, and reflexivity 

to arrive at thoughtful conclusions. Further, she emphasizes the capacity of a narrative method to 

present research in a novel and accessible form for readers.  

Case Selection 

I based my selection of case studies on a clear and substantive rationale (Yin, 2012), 

informed by characteristics that the cases should ideally display (Gagnon, 2000). I  used a 

descriptive case study approach, looking at exemplary cases—those characterized as highly 
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successful examples of the topic of study (Yin, 2012). I followed the recommendation that a 

research project should set sights high in case selection, choosing as significant a case as possible 

(Yin, 2013).  

My rational for case study selection was that each case was required to display two or 

more of the following characteristics: 

• Lasting participation of multi-stakeholder groups.  

• Innovative engagement processes. 

• Building capacity in civil society as a whole. 

• A range of stakeholders engaged in interrelated or complementary work. 

• Key actor(s) who exhibit exceptional skill and approaches to community building and 

organization.  

• “[Engagement of] citizens in developing and implementing climate change solutions 

through collective, informal, organizational and institutional initiatives: both ‘bottom-

up’ and ’top-down’” (S. Sheppard et al., 2015). 

In addition, I selected case studies that provided an opportunity to understand how 

different fields (or organizational cultures) approach social mobilization for climate action. The 

case studies included a cross-section of initiatives implemented by local community 

organizations, global and regional non-profit organizations, and local governments. I didn’t set 

out to restrict my cases to a particular geographic location, but all are based in North America.  

I used purposive sampling to identify potential case studies, sending requests through 

both academic and professional networks, and inviting contacts to suggest ideas for exemplary 
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organizations or communities participating in social mobilization for climate action. Based on a 

review of the recommendations I received, I selected and researched four case studies. 

Table 1: Case Studies and Selection Rationale 

Case studies Characteristics 

Corvallis Sustainability Coalition: A network of 
individuals and organizations addressing climate 
change in their community of Corvallis, Oregon 
and Benton County, Oregon. 

• Lasting participation of multi-stakeholder 
groups 

• Innovative engagement processes 
• Building capacity in civil society as a whole 
• A range of stakeholders engaged in 

interrelated or complementary work 
• Key actors 
• Bottom-up and top-down processes 

350.org: An international environmental non-
profit with local chapters in cities around the 
world, focused on mass mobilizations for climate 
action. 

• Innovative engagement processes 
• Building capacity in civil society as a whole 
• Key actors 

CivicSpark – An educational and training 
organization that helps local governments build 
capacity to meet climate targets and supports new 
climate professionals. 

• Lasting participation of multi-stakeholder 
groups 

• Innovative engagement processes 
• Building capacity in civil society as a whole 

Citizens’ Climate Lobby: A non-profit 
organization with chapters in US and Canada, 
focused on enacting political participation in 
support of policies to address climate change.  

• Innovative engagement processes 
• Building capacity in civil society as a whole 
• Key actors 

 

Data Collection 

My case study research gathered and examined data from three sources: semi-structured 

interviews, document review and some direct field observation. The details of each source is 

outlined in the following sections.  

http://sustainablecorvallis.org/
https://350.org/
http://civicspark.lgc.org/what-we-do/our-mission/
https://citizensclimatelobby.org/about-ccl/
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Interviews.  

My primary source of data collection was semi-structured interviews with key actors in 

each case study. The following table outlines the research participants for each case study, their 

role in the organization, and the interview format.  

 

Table 2: List of Research Participants 

Organization  Interviewee Role Format 

Corvallis 
Sustainability 
Coalition 

Annette Mills  Facilitator Skype video call 

Brendon Trelstad Co-facilitator In-person  

350.org Bill McKibben 350.org Co-founder Phone call 
Lindsay Meinam US Communications 

Coordinator 
Phone call 

Mary DeMocker 350Eugene Co-founder Phone call 
CivicSpark Kristen Wraith Program Manager Skype video call 

Mitchelle De Leon Climate Fellow (2015-16) Google hangout 
video call 

Citizens’ Climate 
Lobby Canada   

Cathy Orlando  National Director Phone call 
Marlo Firme Vancouver Chapter 

Leader 
Phone call 

  

Similar to the way I identified case studies, as described above, I initially used purposive 

sampling to identify informants. For each case study, I aimed to interview two or three 

informants, ensuring more than one voice and perspective was represented. I used snowball 

sampling to identify additional informants, as needed. Interviewees were selected for their 

involvement in a case study, as well as their leadership on implementing innovative climate and 

energy partnerships or campaigns that mobilized their target communities. I conducted 

interviews through online video conferencing, phone and one in-person meeting. Participants 
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were asked to engage in on-the-record interviews, informing them that I planned to take a 

narrative approach to research findings, which would be shared with practitioners and the public. 

The interviews were semi-structured, and included open questions that allowed 

interviewees to explore self-identified noteworthy topics in greater depth (Corbetta, 2003). In 

advance of the interviews, I prepared an interview guide with a list of topics to be covered and 

associated prompts (see Appendix A: Interview Guide). I recorded each interview and had them 

transcribed. Then, upon completion of each interview, I wrote thorough notes, reflecting on 

highlights shared by the interviewee and how their responses related to my research questions.  

Document review. 

Another key element of my data collection was gathering and reviewing documents 

related to each case. I read and took notes on news media articles, project documents, blog posts, 

and website project descriptions. When relevant, I also viewed video footage of events to further 

enhance and inform my narrative and my understanding of an organization’s activities. I found 

that the document review was particular helpful in deepening my understanding of an 

organization’s structure and function. Reviewing key documents strengthened my grasp of case 

study details and context and enabled me to write accurate overviews for each case.  

Direct observation.  

As a supplementary method of data collection, I intended to include direct observation to 

capture detailed descriptions of each case’s setting and wider social context. Unfortunately, I was 

only able to travel and observe one case in-person (Corvallis Sustainability Coalition). My trip to 

Corvallis, Oregon certainly enriched my perspective of the case’s context. If the scope of my 
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research and resources had allowed, I would have visited each organization in-person, and likely, 

that would have further contributed to an even more accurate and engaging story of each case.  

 Data Analysis  

I approached my data analysis with an aim to explore themes and construct narratives. As 

Miller and Salkind (2011) state, “qualitative data analysis may be both a description of the story 

and themes that emerge from it” (p. 5). Thematic analysis begins by developing an awareness of 

potential themes from the earliest moments of data collection and proceeds through integrating 

codes into patterns and themes (Robson, 2011). The data from multiple sources was compiled 

into a series of narrative vignettes, each one contributing to an understanding of the case 

complexity, discoveries, and context. As Mabry (2012) notes, “narrative reporting offers at least 

three important advantages: conveyance of deep meaning, reader accessibility, and opportunity 

for readers to recognize and consider researcher subjectivity” (p. 3). 

I analyzed my data according to Yin’s (2016) five phases of qualitative data analysis. The 

structure was very helpful for dissecting my data, particularly since conducting four case studies 

and multiple interviews resulted in a large amount of information, all with cross-cutting, 

interrelated themes. Based on the five phases, I created a data analysis action plan to guide my 

work and keep me moving forward.  

Compiling.  

The purpose of the first phase, Compiling, is to ensure that the data is well-organized and 

accessible before further analysis begins (Yin, 2016). In this phase, I made sure that my files 

were complete, in a consistent format and file location. Through this process, I refamiliarized 
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myself with my data, considering its relationship to my research questions and recording any 

new insights that emerged.  

I revisited and sorted my interview transcripts; then, expanded my notes into a written 

reflection on each interview.  I found these reflections invaluable for capturing my impressions, 

and I’d later return to them while analyzing data or writing the case study narratives. For my 

document review, I compiled all documents for each case study, taking detailed notes on relevant 

facts. Based on the information gathered in the document review, I then created large, visual 

mind-maps for each case study that gave me a way to quickly see the main goals, principles, and 

history of the organization. When the review of interviews and documents for each case study 

was complete, I jotted down a list of ideas for potential narrative vignettes, which I later returned 

to when writing my case study overviews.  

Disassembling.  

The second phase, Disassembling, involved breaking data down into smaller parts, 

entering an iterative cycle of moving between the original data, initial ideas and new insights 

(Yin, 2016), a process also referred to as a thematic coding analysis (Robson, 2011). In the very 

early stages of coding, I developed a schematic diagram to help visualize the levels of codes and 

themes. Yin (2016) describes this type of diagram as an upside-down tree with numerous initial 

open codes (Level 1) at the bottom, then merging into category codes (Level 2) at the next 

highest stage and becoming more abstract as themes and theoretical statements comprise the 

final levels (pp. 197 – 198). For my coding process, I used Dedoose, a web-based platform for 

analyzing qualitative research; it provided an easy way to sort, review and apply codes to my 

data.  
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Applying Level 1 Open Codes  

First, each interview transcript was uploaded into Dedoose. Then, I read through each 

interview transcript, generating and applying initial codes for each segment of data, referred to as 

Level 1 or open codes by Yin (2016). As I moved through this initial phase of coding, I made 

note of meaningful relationships and patterns within the data that would become useful to 

understand themes at later stages of analysis. As I was coding, I engaged in constant comparison 

analysis (Robson, 2011), comparing each new passage with previously created codes, creating 

memos to capture ideas on similar or new potential codes. Once I finished the initial coding of 

each interview, I returned, at least twice, to review and recode each transcript for consistency and 

clarity of Level 1 codes.  

Applying Level 2 Category Codes  

After the Level 1 open codes were established, I returned to each transcript to consider 

the relationships between the open codes and grouped them into Level 2 or category codes (Yin, 

2016, p. 196). The Level 2 codes began to relate the data to broader themes and conceptual ideas. 

Again, it took several iterations of going back and forth between the data and the Level 1 and 2 

codes to sort, merge and clarify the final set of Level 2 codes. Throughout the process, I 

continued to make analytic memos on segments of data, identifying concepts and potential 

themes—this phase involved checking and re-checking my codes, and getting to know my 

interview transcripts very well. As I concluded the Disassembling phase, I found key themes 

clearly emerging as I noticed the web of connections between different interviews and 

organizations.  
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Reassembling.  

Phase three, Reassembling, was characterized by “playing with the data,” reviewing and 

looking at the relationships between codes to reveal patterns (Yin, 2016, p. 204). In this phase, I 

developed hierarchical arrays to visualize the relationships emerging from the data. Yin (2016) 

explains how this process draws out themes in the data: “By reassembling the data so that related 

data fall under similar concepts and unrelated data fall under separate concepts, the hierarchy can 

point to different groupings” (p. 204).  To create the hierarchy, I printed out Level 1 open codes 

and Level 2 category codes. Then, I used mind-mapping to create large-scale, colour-coded 

images of my codes and potential overarching themes. In the case of my data, the relationships 

between the Level 2 category codes were easy to recognize, and the codes were arranged within 

five major themes, as described in Part 4: Findings. 

Interpreting.  

In the fourth phase, Interpreting, I created another action plan of steps to guide me in 

writing up results. I divided my writing plan into two sections: case study overviews and themes. 

For each case study, I developed an outline of vignettes (revived from my earlier list in the 

Compiling phase), which I shaped into an overarching narrative of that case.  Similarly, for each 

of my five themes, I wrote a narrative on the theme and its sub-themes (codes), with supporting 

examples from relevant case studies.  

Concluding.  

In the Concluding phase, I reviewed my drafts and crafted an overall interpretation, or 

meta-narrative, of my research outcomes. I explained the broader significance of the research, 

including recommendations for action.  
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Trustworthiness and Credibility  

To ensure trustworthiness and credibility in my study, as noted, I used multiple sources of 

evidence, enabling triangulation of the data. Collecting data from multiple sources is considered 

essential for strong case study research, as it guards against the potential for researcher bias or 

being swayed by an anomalous or inaccurate source (Yin, 2012). To avoid bias in archival data, I 

looked for a variety of sources to ensure that diversity of perspectives is represented. My 

supervisor and committee member, to a lesser degree, served as peer reviewers as I proceeded 

through the research. My study could have been improved through additional peer editing and 

member checking, but I found that time constraints limited my ability to take these additional 

steps. Lastly, I maintained a thorough audit trail (including accurate transcripts, detailed field 

notes and an up-to-date research journal) throughout my research collection and analysis phase; 

Robson (2011) points out that an audit trail demonstrates that the researcher has been “thorough, 

careful and honest” in the research process.  

Limitations and Delimitations  

A limitation of this study was the challenge of visiting each organization in-person. I 

acknowledge that site visits for each organization would have added richness to my research, 

particularly through the insights that can be gained with direct observation. However, the cost of 

visiting each organization was prohibitive, and in my case selection, I chose to focus on the 

exemplary nature of the cases I selected, rather than their proximity and my ability to visit them 

in-person. In addition, purposive sampling may be considered a limitation, as the insights of 

other organizations or interviewees may have revealed divergent approaches to social 

mobilization for climate action.  
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A delimitation of my study was the choice to limit my interviews to individuals filling 

key roles in each organization, rather than expanding the scope to include community members 

participating in the programs. However, I think it would be useful for further research to 

investigate the experience of participants who interact with these (or similar) organizations. 

Another delimitation was my decision to design my interview questions to investigate the social 

mobilization approaches that were working well for organizations, rather than the challenges. 

Research on the challenges to social mobilization for climate action is another area which could 

benefit from further investigation.   
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Part 4: Findings  

Themes 

My findings revealed the core engagement methods of four organizations leading the way 

on social mobilization for climate action. Through interviews with two to three climate leaders in 

each organization, a series of themes emerged, as described below. Through interview coding 

and developing hierarchical arrays, I discovered five key areas of practice. Overarching themes 

emerged quickly and clearly, showing the common approaches between the groups. Some of 

these approaches were cross-cutting and wide-spread, others were more common in a particular 

organization. The five key areas of practice that emerged are: 

• Connections and relationships 

• Inclusive civic engagement 

• Storytelling and educating 

• Shared ownership and local focus 

• Support and capacity 

The following table shows the occurrences of each theme in the interview coding: 

Figure 1: Proportion of Themes Occurring in Data Coding 
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Each of the five key areas of practice draw upon the themes uncovered in the qualitative 

coding of interview transcripts. During the coding process—looking through the data for 

patterns—three hierarchical levels emerged: themes, level one sub-themes, and level two sub-

themes. The overarching themes reveal broad areas of practice, whereas level one and two sub-

themes indicate more detailed approaches and methods of engagement. These themes are 

explored in greater depth later in this section. 

Table 3: Themes 

Themes Level 1 Sub-themes Level 2 Sub-themes 

1: Connections & 
Relationships 

1A: Making Connections  
 

1A-1: Networking 
1A-2: Coalition Building 
1A-3: Coordinating on a Global Scale 

1B: Building Relationships 
 

1B-1: Building Respect 
1B-2: Interacting Face-to-Face 

1C: Key Actors  
 

1C-1: Importance of Key Actors  
1C-2: Individual Capacity of Key Actors 

2: Inclusive Civic 
Engagement 
 

2A: Ease of Engagement 
 

2A-1: Lower Barriers to Involvement 
2A-2: Maximize Opportunities for 
Involvement 

2B: Political Participation 
 

2B-1: Lobbying 
2B-2: Supporting & Partnering  
2B-3: Confronting & Pressuring 

2C: Action-Oriented 2C: Focusing on Action & Implementation 

3: Storytelling & Education 3A: Telling Compelling 
Stories  

3A-1: Artistic, Visual Storytelling  
3A-2: Understanding Motivations & Target 
Audience 

3B: Educating  3B-1: Revealing Connections & Inequity 
3B-2: Training 
3B-3: Two-way Learning 

4: Shared Ownership & 
Local Focus 

4A: Shared Ownership 
 

4A-1: Distributed Responsibility 
4A-2: Digital Engagement  
4A-3: Empowering Others  

4B: Local Community Focus 4B-1: Understanding Local Communities 
4B-2: In-depth Local Engagement 

5: Support & Capacity 5A: Giving and Receiving 
Support 

5A-1: Supporting Team Members 
5A-2: Recognizing Achievements & 
Contributions  
5A-3: Receiving Agency & Financial Support 
5A-4: Building Leadership Capacity 
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Table 4: Themes to Organization 

Themes Level 1 Sub-themes Level 2 Sub-themes 350.org CivicSpark CCL CSC 
1: Connections 

& 
Relationships 

1A: Making Connections  
 

1A-1: Networking     
1A-2: Coalition Building     
1A-3: Coordinating on a Global Scale     

1B: Building Relationships 1B-1: Building Respect     

1B-2: Interacting Face-to-face      

1C: Key Actors  
 

1C-1: Importance of Key Actors      
1C-2: Individual Capacity of Key Actors     

2: Inclusive 
Civic 

Engagement 
 

2A: Ease of Engagement 
 

2A-1: Lower Barriers to Involvement     
2A-2: Maximize Opportunities for 
Involvement 

    

2B: Political Participation 
 

2B-1: Lobbying     
2B-2: Supporting & Partnering      
2B-3: Confronting & Pressuring     

2C: Action-Oriented 2C: Focusing on Action & Implementation     

3: Storytelling 
& Education 

3A: Telling Compelling 
Stories  
 

3A-1: Artistic, Visual Storytelling      
3A-2: Understanding Motivations & Target 
Audience 
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Case Studies  

For this study, I conducted four case studies on organizations that have been making 

progress on social mobilization for climate action. I approached each case study with the purpose 

of investigating the key themes, processes and strategies used to mobilize people to take action 

on climate and energy goals. My aim was to understand why some groups and communities are 

more successful than others in mobilizing citizens to respond to climate change. I sought out key 

actors—individuals with leadership roles—in each case study organization. In a series of 

interviews, I asked them to share their approaches, thoughts and stories of successful climate 

action initiatives. I also examined any documentation associated with a group—reports, video 

recordings, and websites. The interviews, as well as my reflections on the context and systems of 

each organization, served as the basis for a narrative of each case study. These case study 

narratives, in the next section, were crafted with an intention to share the compelling stories 

within the organizations and present them in an engaging format, accessible to both 

environmental practitioners and the general public.  

Case study summaries 

Case Study 1: 350.org  

Overview  

350.org is an international non-profit focused on mobilizing a global response to climate 

change that uses online campaigns, grassroots organizing, and mass public actions to connect 

and encourage leadership and participation in climate action around the world, with groups 

located in more than 188 countries. 350.org groups share a common set of principles: belief in 

climate justice, strength through collaboration and the power of mass mobilizations to make 
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change. Through grassroots networking, savvy storytelling and climate leadership training, their 

members have built an inclusive, intersectional global coalition for climate action.  

Interviewees 

Mary DeMocker is an author, artist and activist, who uses public art and writing to 

mobilize others to take climate action. She is a co-founder of a local 350.org group, 350Eugene 

in Eugene, Oregon.  

Bill McKibben co-founded 350.org in 2008. McKibben is a prominent environmentalist, 

author, journalist, educator and senior advisor to 350.org.  

Lindsay Meinam is the US Communications Coordinator for 350.org. Meinam works on 

strategy, storytelling and media outreach for 350.og campaigns.  

Case Study 2: Citizen’s Climate Lobby Canada 

Overview 

Citizens’ Climate Lobby (CCL) is a citizen-led lobbying group that was founded in the 

US; it has chapters in Canada and over 40 other countries around the world. CCL focuses on 

boosting political participation on climate action. Group leaders train citizen volunteers to lobby 

politicians for carbon pricing within their respective jurisdictions. CCL is non-partisan and 

strives to make climate progress through seeking shared values, empowering citizens to engage 

in the political process, and grassroots advocacy. My research was based on the Canadian branch 

of the organization, Citizens’ Climate Lobby Canada (CCLC). 

Interviewees 

Marlo Firme is a Citizen’s Climate Lobby Canada volunteer and the Group Leader for 

the CCLC Vancouver chapter. Firme organizes and supports volunteers to lobby the government 

representatives in the Metro Vancouver region.    
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Cathy Orlando is the National Director and co-founder of Citizens’ Climate Lobby 

Canada (CCLC). Orlando directs volunteer management, strategic planning, communications, 

and external relations at CCLC.  

Case Study 3: CivicSpark 

Overview 

CivicSpark is a non-profit program that works to build the capacity of local governments 

in the State of California to address climate and water conservation goals. CivicSpark is 

managed by California’s Local Government Commission and the Governor’s Office of Planning 

and Research. The organization pairs new graduates of environmental degree programs with 

local governments and public agencies that are in need of additional capacity to meet climate 

goals. Graduates apply for fellowships with CivicSpark. Then, they’re assigned to work with a 

local government for 11 months, during which they work on a climate service project that 

integrates community engagement, training, research and policy implementation.  

Interviewees  

Mitchelle De Leon is a research associate with California Environmental Associates. De 

Leon served as a Civic Spark Climate Fellow in the 2015 – 2016 service year on the WE-CAN 

San Joaquin Valley project.  

Kristen Wraith is the Program Director for CivicSpark. Wraith runs CivicSpark’s 

program administration and the recruitment and training of project fellows. 

Case Study 4: Corvallis Sustainability Coalition 

Overview 

The Corvallis Sustainability Coalition (CSC) is a community-led network of dedicated 

volunteers working to increase the sustainability of their community Corvallis, Oregon. The CSC 
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is run by an executive committee and twelve action teams, which coordinate community 

sustainability projects on topics like transportation, housing and food. With the support of over 

300 partner organizations and several hundred volunteers and donors, the CSC rallies businesses, 

non-profits, faith organizations, universities and citizens to implement Corvallis’ Community 

Sustainability Action Plan.  

Interviewees  

Annette Mills is a co-founder and Facilitator of the Corvallis Sustainability Coalition, 

serving on the executive committee and the steering committee. Mills directs fundraising, 

coordinates volunteers, and facilitates the coalition’s activities.  

Brandon Trelstad is a co-founder and Vice-Facilitator of the Corvallis Sustainability 

Coalition, and is on the steering committee, executive committee, and the energy action team. 

Trelsad is also the Sustainability Officer for Oregon State University in Corvallis. 

Narratives on Social Mobilization for Climate Action 

In my search to understand how we can collectively mobilize ourselves and others to 

make progress on climate solutions, I discovered climate leaders and volunteers—dedicated 

citizens motivated to form a response to the threat of climate change. The people I met aren’t 

working in isolation; they’re actively reaching out to others. They’re teaching people how to 

participate in civic engagement to bring about political change, telling compelling stories that 

usher others into their movement, reaching out to make new connections, and building trusting 

relationships before even saying the words “climate change.” They’re sharing their leadership 

roles with those around them, lifting others up and supporting their efforts.  

These are the stories of four organizations inviting citizens to join them in their work on 

climate action. I asked these climate leaders (and surely, they wouldn’t describe themselves that 
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way; many began their work as—or still are—volunteers. Mostly, they’re citizens from various 

professions concerned about their children’s future) about their thoughts on the most important 

elements of building community to encourage climate action and why their projects were 

successful in mobilizing people to participate. Their answers resounded with a humanistic tone: 

making connections, listening, empowering others.  

With a focus on action and implementation, these organizations found ways to bring 

community members into their movement, whether on the sidewalk in front of their house or the 

parliament buildings. And although each organization had a different approach—from using 

climate action to push governments, to educating new graduates on civic participation, to forging 

close working relationships with local government staff—they all found ways to mobilize people 

to take action on climate change.  

Case Study 1: 350.org 

On October 24, 2009, Times Square was the hub of the largest day of political action in 

human history. Under drizzly grey skies and in front of flashing, illuminated screens that rotated 

photos of climate demonstrations all around the world, author, activist and co-founder of 350.org 

Bill McKibben told the massive crowd, “I’ve got to tell you; it’s been the most amazing day of 

my life” (ecohope blog, 2009). The International Day of Climate Action inspired over 5200 

creative climate change awareness events in 181 countries (350.org, 2012). The events were 

local actions connected by a global network: 350.org. Not only was the 2009 event the biggest 

day of climate action, it bears repeating that it was “the most widespread day of political action 

in the planet’s history” (350.org, n.d.-d). On that day, 350.org, which began as a small grassroots 

collective at Middlebury College in Vermont, had achieved social mobilization on a massive 

scale.  
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Making connections: coordinating on a global scale. 

In my interview with McKibben, he reflected on how the event inspired him: 

[On] the first big day of action, I had no idea how well it would go and how many people 

would participate, but we asked everybody to send in pictures as our events were 

underway. There were 5,200 events happening around the world. For a good 24 - 36 

hours, there were two, three, four pictures a minute flooding into our Flickr account, and 

it was extremely moving. 

One of 350.org’s primary strategies is to coordinate people and organizations on a global scale, 

all bound by the desire to preserve a safe climate. The grassroots, non-profit organization has 

three primary goals: 1) to keep carbon in the ground; 2) to help build a new, more equitable low-

carbon economy; and 3) to pressure governments into limiting emissions. They meet these goals 

through a diverse set of actions and campaigns that aim to change narratives supporting fossil 

fuels, help communities find clean energy options, and push politicians and governments to take 

decisive action on climate change.  

McKibben wants to reach the everyday person. 350.org was imagined as a coalition, 

something that people all around the world, in all walks of life, could rally around—and they 

have. At the 2009 event, McKibben told the crowd: 

When you look at those pictures, you will see there are no movie stars, there are no rock 

stars, there are no charismatic politicians. These are people in every country gathering 

around a scientific data point, around the most important number in the world: 350. 

(ecohope blog, 2009) 

Leaning over the side of the stage to answer questions for a journalist, McKibben described the 

global focus of the movement that’s reflected in the organization’s name, 350.org: “[today] it 
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was all people around the world who speak four or five hundred different languages, but they all 

know Arabic numerals, and they’re all saying the same thing: 350 means survival for us” (Grist, 

2009) 350.org not only transcends language barriers as a numeric symbol that’s easily 

understood worldwide, it also educates. The number 350 represents the science behind a stable 

climate on earth; scientists have linked atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide in excess 

of 350 parts per million (ppm) to climate change that potentially threatens life on earth 

(McKibben, 2013).  

During a 350.org demonstration, when school children, farmers or office workers go 

outdoors to create large-scale visual representations of the number 350, they’re simultaneously 

learning about civic participation and educating others on what 350 parts per million carbon 

dioxide means and why it’s important. Carbon dioxide in the atmosphere has already exceeded 

350 ppm—in January 2017, the Mauna Loa Observatory in Hawaii registered 407 ppm 

atmospheric CO2 (Jones, 2017)—but 350.org maintains the importance of reducing emissions to 

350 ppm or less.  

Since the success of the International Day of Climate Action in 2009, 350.org has gone 

on to organize “twenty thousand rallies around the world in every country save North Korea” 

(350.org, n.d.-c). Their focus on thee core principles—mass mobilizations, building strength 

through collaboration, and climate justice—has earned them the title of the “first planet-wide, 

grassroots climate change movement” (350.org, n.d.-c).   

Shared Ownership: local groups connected to a global movement 

So, how did a grassroots organization started by a writer-educator and group of university 

undergraduates organize one of the largest social mobilization movements in history? Through 

an early and ongoing focus on decentralization, empowerment and shared ownership. I asked 
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McKibben about the most important elements of community building for climate action. He 

responded,  

Well, I think the things that work for us have been a deep emphasis from the beginning 

on…not wanting to build a big institution or organization, but instead empowering people 

everywhere… the key to getting lots and lots of people in far flung places to volunteer 

and do this kind of work is to give them real control over it.  So, we’ve never worried 

about intellectual property, we just told everybody, ‘take the logo, take the idea, take the 

grant, do with it what you can,’ and people have done remarkable things all over the 

place. 

McKibben refers to 350.org as one of the first examples of “open-source organizing.” In 

response to 350.org’s decentralized movement-building, local climate activist groups have 

sprung up all over the world, each with their own approach, yet in support of 350.org’s basic 

goals and principles.  

Author, artist and activist Mary DeMocker started 350Eugene, a local 350.org group in 

Eugene, Oregon, which works on climate action in the community. DeMocker’s Eugene 

neighbourhood gets a lot of foot traffic. Within a 10-block radius, there’s a preschool, an 

elementary school, and a high school. In March 2015, passers-by watched DeMocker and several 

neighbours hoist a 300ft long black tube across their front lawns. Behind them, every home was 

draped with a banner that said “CONDEMDED” in large red letters. The black tube represented 

the Pacific Connector Gas Pipeline, a proposed pipeline through southern Oregon. The visual 

spectacle, set in an otherwise typical suburban neighbourhood, invited curious onlookers to learn 

about the proposed pipeline and take political action, right there on the spot. Along with her 

neighbours and kids, DeMocker thoughtfully designed the experience for visitors: “we…ran the 
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pipeline across the whole block and the alley, and then had information along the way so people 

could understand, sort of like a story.”  

But the installation wasn’t only educational, the narrative had a target—Governor Kate 

Brown, the only official in Oregon who had the power to halt the project—and it nudged visitors 

into civic participation. At the end of the block, after learning about the potential impacts of the 

pipeline, participants were invited to send a message to Governor Brown at a selfie photo station 

and postcard booth. DeMocker noted that the display received “a lot of publicity throughout the 

state.”  

350.org supports and connects similar local campaigns resisting fossil fuel infrastructure 

all over the world. Lindsay Meinam, 350.org’s US Communications Coordinator, notes that local 

groups are affiliated with, but not directed by 350.org: “they set their own campaigns and often 

lean into big moments from the national and global organization, but they have their own local 

campaigns…we often provide resources that aren't necessarily telling them what to do.” 

Meinam, who works on strategy, storytelling and media for 350.org shares her enthusiasm for 

offering local groups further support and education. She notes that it’s important to look beyond 

current campaigns towards the next steps: “a more decentralized campaign, where 350 is 

providing the network, and resources, and tools, and training for folks to really build hyper-local 

power…I'm really excited about that.” Local groups rally around global 350.org campaigns—

such as the Keystone XL Pipeline opposition, Exxon Knew, and Fossil Free divestment from 

fossil fuels—but act according to their own inspiration.  

Storytelling & Educating: training a generation of activists to tell compelling stories. 

Telling compelling stories, particularly through the power of creative visual statements, is 

an approach 350.org has mastered and openly shares with interested individuals or groups. 
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350.org reaches out to the everyday person—then educates them on how to be an activist, using 

artistic visual storytelling, and empowering them to take ownership of their story. The 

organization offers an extensive network of support for participants, as seen in their online 

training website. It provides anything a budding climate activist would need to engage in or build 

their own network of social mobilization, including: education on the nitty-gritty points of 

climate science; art kits with advice for filming videos, creating eye-catching poster templates, or 

building life-size puppets; and how to escalate your campaign through attention-grabbing stunts, 

direct action and low-level confrontation.  

One of these stunts was staged by Fossil Free NL (Netherlands). In May 2017, six 

somber-faced, barefoot women in white dresses silently walked through the Van Gogh Museum 

gift shop in Amsterdam holding white scallop shells. Shoppers looked up from the trinkets and 

souvenirs at what looked like an intriguing museum-sponsored event. The women continued 

through the gift shop and took their places on the stairway of the museum’s gallery in full view 

of curious visitors from around the world. Slowly and in unison, the performers raised the white 

shells to their lips, drinking in thick dark liquid. It bled down their face and spread down their 

white dresses, leaving black stains before pooling on the floor. They stood motionless, shells still 

raised in outstretched arms, allowing the image to sink in before museum staff approached them. 

Spectators took photos with their cell phones and examined pamphlets titled Drop the Shell: 

from prestige to disgrace, which outlined the role of Royal Dutch Shell, a multi-national oil and 

gas company, as a major supporter of the Van Gogh Museum. The pamphlet pointed out Shell’s 

role in undermining renewable energy targets, accused the company of using museum 

sponsorship to clean up their image, and requested that the museum reject Shell’s sponsorship 

(Fossil Free Culture NL, n.d.).  

https://gofossilfree.org/nl/
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The demonstration was part of 350.org’s fossil fuel divestment campaign, Fossil Free, 

and it’s making a substantial impact in channeling funding away from the oil and gas sector. The 

campaign asks organizations to withdraw funding from investments that support fossil fuel 

companies, and promotes the narrative that it’s morally wrong to profit from an industry that 

“wrecks the climate” (350.org, n.d.-b). The Fossil Free campaign launched in 2013. By the 

following year, organizations and individuals had committed to divest US$50 billion (350.org, 

2017a).  A mere three years later, divestment commitments have risen to US$5.53 trillion in 

2017, with faith-based organizations leading the way (350.org, n.d.-b). The campaign has 

convinced several high-profile institutions to divest from oil and gas industry including the 

British Medical Association, Yale University, the City of Paris and Washington DC’s pension 

fund. Furthermore, in December 2017, New York City and New York State announced a 

commitment to divest US$390 billion worth of pension funds—one of the world’s largest—from 

fossil fuel investments (350.org, 2017b).  

Museums and art galleries have been targets of the campaign as a way for 350.org to 

meet one of their goals: “to revoke the social license of the fossil fuel industry” (350.org, n.d.-a). 

Fossil Free Culture NL is shaping the campaign to focus on the breaking the ties between oil and 

culture in the Netherlands. Their work is another example of how groups take part in a global 

campaign through a robust and targeted local focus. The message is pointed: “art sponsored by 

oil is not worth being viewed” (Fossielvrij NL, 2017). Some natural history museums such as the 

California Academy of Sciences and the Field Museum in Chicago have committed to 

divestment, but the “Drop the Shell” campaign hasn’t moved the Van Gogh Museum in 

Amsterdam. In fact, some of the performers were detained in jail for several days, until the 

museum decided not to press charges. Fossil Free Culture stated, “According to the museum, an 
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unsolicited art performance is ‘trespassing’ — while allowing corporate polluters to host parties 

in front of publicly-funded national treasures is not” (Fossil Free Culture NL, n.d.).  

Connecting: building trusting, reciprocal relationships 

On April 8, 2016, hundreds of high school and elementary school kids arrived on the 

steps of the Lane County Courthouse in Eugene, Oregon just as Mary DeMocker had hoped. It 

was the result of months of planning by 350Eugene and the non-profit organization Our 

Children’s Trust. Sixty fifth graders came prepared with coordinated signs and speeches on why 

the government had a responsibility to protect the earth’s atmosphere from excessive carbon 

pollution. While the kids were speaking on the front steps, hundreds of students marched from 

the local high school, led by the climate club holding up a large painted globe to represent planet 

Earth. Law students eager to find a seat in the courthouse to observe the proceedings of Juliana 

vs United States arrived on busses from Portland and around the state. The case involves twenty-

one young plaintiffs (all under age 19 when the suit was filed) suing the US Government, 

claiming that the federal government has known about climate change for decades yet has failed 

to limit fossil fuel production, thus, breaching public trust and their constitutional rights to a 

stable climate (Our Children’s Trust, n.d.). The plaintiffs have been supported by Our Children’s 

Trust, which assists youth in civic engagement, helping them advocate for a healthy climate.  

The April 2016 rally at the Federal courthouse in Eugene captured the attention of 

national media. The reciprocal relationship between 350Eugene and Our Children’s Trust was 

central to the event’s success. DeMocker describes how the two organizations support each 

other, “350 energizes Our Children's Trust and it goes back and forth and we help each other.” 

She notes that the event was well-conceived from the start: “Our Children’s Trust said, ‘We need 

children in the courtroom,’” and 350Eugene responded through deep engagement with the local 

https://www.ourchildrenstrust.org/
https://www.ourchildrenstrust.org/
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community. DeMocker explains, “it is really community-based out of these already existing 

relationships…it has grown up out of these relationships of trust and love.” DeMocker notes that 

gathering hundreds of young people at the courthouse was a strategic decision crafted to 

influence the judge:  

…there was a clear target and the target was the judge and the public perception…seeing 

that kind of community support allowed the judge to make a leap forward knowing that 

he or she is reflecting the will of the people. 

350.org coordinates at the global level, but most actions take place at the local level, 

deeply tapped into the roots of community networks and relationships. Although their approach 

is fueled by digital technology that educates and connects their worldwide network, they 

encourage on-the-ground local action. “It’s really important for people to get out from behind the 

keyboard and whatever else and take political action,” says McKibben (Grist, 2009).   

Case Study 2: Citizen’s Climate Lobby Canada  

Cathy Orlando was working from home one day in 2007, pregnant with her third child, 

and listening to the radio when she heard a news story about the latest Intergovernmental Panel 

on Climate Change (IPCC) report. “I can remember it like it was yesterday even though it is a 

decade ago. I got so scared,” Orlando recalls. She decided to take action and was selected as one 

of the first 250 Canadians to receive training as a Climate Leader with Al Gore’s initiative, The 

Climate Project. “I turned to my family and I said, ‘You know, there's no going back…I'm not 

giving up until this is done or undone,’” Orlando recalls. She was a particularly good fit for her 

role as a Climate Leader. In her professional life, Orlando had applied her MSc to teaching 

science, first as a high school teacher and then as the science outreach manager at Laurentian 

University in Sudbury, Ontario, training scientists and engineers to talk about complex issues to 
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the public. In 2010, Orlando travelled to Nashville, Tennessee for a Climate Project training 

refresher. She joined a breakout session with six other participants—one of whom was 

philanthropist and founder of the Citizens’ Climate Lobby Marshall Saunders.  

Connecting: Networking and engaging with key actors. 

The Citizens’ Climate Lobby (CCL) is a US-based non-profit advocacy organization that 

works to increase the political will for climate action. CCL empowers citizens to participate in 

the political process by teaching them to lobby the federal government for a carbon fee policy. 

Marshall Saunders, a retired business owner and social activist, founded the organization in the 

US after realizing that individual behaviour changes weren’t adequate to address the climate 

problem—political leadership was needed: “I realized that ordinary people like me would have 

to organize, educate ourselves, give up our hopelessness and powerlessness, and gain the skills to 

be effective with our government” (Saunders, n.d.). He proceeded to form CCL on a framework 

first created by the organization RESULTS, a citizen advocacy organization that, for many years, 

had already lobbied governments around the world on poverty issues (RESULTS, n.d.).  

Orlando’s serendipitous encounter with Saunders in Nashville led to the creation of 

Citizens’ Climate Lobby Canada (CCLC). Their meeting reflects the potency of networking and 

how committed leaders can inspire climate action. “[Saunders] didn't know I was Canadian when 

he recruited me. He thought I was American. So that's how it started in Canada,” said Orlando.  

A meeting between key actors can spark events that lead to significant outcomes. Orlando 

explained how connecting with her existing networks helped her launch CCL in Canada: “I'd 

already started aligning myself up with a lot of people who were concerned about the climate 

issue, and that core group of people helped me get Citizens’ Climate Lobby Canada off the 
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ground.” After a period of deep reflection, Orlando decided to quit her job to and run CCLC full-

time. She uses her role to empower others to take political action on climate change: 

We are about empowering people to do things, which is a big difference because force is 

a negation of power. When you force somebody to do something against their will, that is 

not power. That is central to all of what we do. We are trying to empower people to do 

the right thing, including politicians.  

Inclusive Civic Engagement: training and support for political participation.  

Through a robust training program, networking and fostering relationships with 

politicians, CCL builds civic engagement for climate action. CCL provides an easy-to-tap-into 

structure of a few volunteer hours per month, turning everyday citizens into climate lobbyists. In 

the training program, volunteers learn how to approach their provincial and federal government 

representatives with a specific request: to adopt a carbon fee and dividend policy. In concert with 

their parent organization in the United States, CCLC proposes a national price on carbon, 

charged at the earliest point of sale (e.g. well or mine), with the dividend returned to Canadians 

as equal monthly payments (Citizens’ Climate Lobby Canada, n.d.). This approach—a fee, rather 

than a tax that would bolster government revenue—makes their policy particularly nonpartisan; 

citizens, rather than an elected party, would receive the end-profits of the fee. CCLC maintains 

that giving 100% of the profits to households would help citizens afford the costs of energy in 

the transition to clean fuels, as well as encourage industry to invest in low emission technology 

(Citizens’ Climate Lobby Canada, n.d.).  

Marlo Firme, the group leader for CCLC’s Vancouver, BC chapter, traces his 

involvement with the organization back to watching a TED Talk by climate scientist Dr. James 

Hansen. “[Hansen] talked about Carbon Fee and Dividend and… the Citizens’ Climate Lobby. I 
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ended up looking up Citizens’ Climate Lobby, joining the introductory call, and getting a call 

from Cathy Orlando” Firme recalled. Orlando guided Firme and other volunteers through the 

process of setting up the Vancouver Chapter. “From there, Jay [another volunteer] and I, we’ve 

been lobbying politicians all over Metro Vancouver,” explained Firme.   

A successful cornerstone of the CCLC’s methodology is to educate citizens with a 

structure that provides clear direction and focuses on action. Orlando explained how the 

framework makes it easy for anyone to participate. “Every single month [volunteers] get a 

couple of small actions that they are supposed to do, and they rehearse one small talking point 

that we want them to focus on,” Orlando described, “it is a very regimented schedule that we 

have. It is the exact same thing month after month after month…we provide a very solid 

framework.” CCLC runs monthly national calls in which volunteers learn from climate experts 

and practice “laser talks” on important talking points, such as the details of the carbon fee and 

dividend proposal. Firme highlighted the valuable encouragement he received in the check-ins: 

“I try to call [Orlando] once a week or every once in a while, just to talk about how [I’m] doing 

and…just listen and connect with each other…definitely connecting with people one-on-one is 

important.”  

Orlando encouraged Firme to attend the 2016 CCL Canada National Conference in 

Ottawa. “It all felt really organic, like chaotic organic, and like fun at the same time…it was such 

a good experience,” Firme shared. The conference expanded Firme’s education as citizen 

lobbyist; he led several sessions. “We had [two] conference days where we learned different 

things about carbon pricing, and then the next two days we were lobbying politicians,” recalled 

Firme, “it was great because I got to see how these people who have been in the organization for 

a while do it, as well.”  
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Supporting: building trusting relationships with politicians.  

CCLC’s approach to civic engagement—participating in open dialogue with politicians 

and advocating for positive change—appealed to Firme, who was looking for a way to take part 

in climate action. “We always like to start our meetings by thanking the politicians about 

something and always approaching them with a sense of respect and appreciation for what they 

do,” described Firme. CCLC volunteers don’t batter politicians with demands, rather their 

approach is based on respect, valuing the role of politicians and building trusting relationships. 

They focus on supporting—not forcing—those in office. “Political parties are run by people,” 

said Orlando, “they need our help… pushing people to the front of the line.”  

My conversations with Orlando and Firme always circled back to the value of building 

authentic, respectful relationships. “You have to communicate, listen, build relationships, really 

good relationships with your members of parliament.  Really listen to them, really show you 

care,” said Orlando. CCL crafted their approach to climate action lobbying upon the principles of 

listening and respectful dialogue. Firme’s perception of politicians shifted when he became a 

volunteer and began building relationships with MPs:  

When I used to look at [politicians] I didn’t really look at them as people… and when I 

started to meet them and… heard them say things like ‘I’m doing this for my kids;’ things 

like that resonate[d] with me. 

CCLC’s influence continues to grow. At the CCLC fourth annual National Conference in 

October 2017, volunteer arrived with 240 signatures of support from businesses and 

organizations and 652 print media articles in Canadian newspapers. At the conference they took 

part in two days of training and 49 lobbying sessions, including face-to-face meetings with the 

Deputy Leader of the Conservative Party, the Liberal House Leader, the NDP House Leader, and 
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the Green Party Leader. Orlando’s passionate approach to civic engagement is contagious: 

“Once you are successful at actually having a politician really connect with you, you are in. All 

of a sudden, you know you can change this world.” 

Case Study 3: CivicSpark 

California’s San Joaquin Valley is sinking (Greicius, 2017). Excessive groundwater 

extraction over several decades has caused the ground to subside up to 8.5 metres in places, 

threatening future water supply and community infrastructure. Not only is water use affecting the 

landscape, California’s water supply system uses a massive amount of energy. The State of 

California recognizes the relationship between water and energy resources, and is channeling 

funds from their cap-and-trade program toward projects that address this “water-energy nexus”  

(California Energy Commission, 2017).   

Homeowner Sylvia Flores was one of the first City of Fresno community members to 

participate in the launch of the WE-CAN San Joaquin Valley program, which offered residents a 

rebate for transforming front yards from turf to a drought tolerant landscape to reduce outdoor 

residential water use. Not only is Flores saving water, she’s helping California meet its ambitious 

targets for reducing greenhouse gas emissions. The WE-CAN San Joaquin Valley landscape 

upgrades are predicted to save 514,646 kg of carbon that otherwise would have been emitted 

over a 20-year period. WE-CAN is one of hundreds of climate and water projects run by an 

innovative California organization focused on local government capacity building, education and 

community engagement: CivicSpark.  

Support: building local government capacity to realize climate solutions. 

From her office in Sacramento, CivicSpark Program Manager Kristen Wraith told me 

how the idea for CivicSpark arose from discussions between California’s Local Government 

https://www.lgc.org/
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Commission (LGC) and the Governor’s Office on the topic of sustainability: “We started 

thinking, ‘What is one of the biggest needs for local government in California?’" They received a 

grant to host a series of workshops in which they asked partners and stakeholders in communities 

throughout the State of California: What are the biggest barriers to climate action at the local 

level? “Across the board, one of the themes that emerged was that capacity was a major, major 

issue,” said Wraith. The workshops revealed that local governments just didn’t have the budgets 

and the staff to implement many of their desired sustainability actions and meet ambitious 

climate targets.  

The workshops led to the idea for CivicSpark, a program that partners young 

professionals with local governments and public agencies in need of additional capacity to meet 

climate goals.  CivicSpark is part of the AmeriCorps program, funded by the Corporation for 

National and Community Service, a US federal government agency. AmeriCorps has made an 

impact—since it was founded in 1994, it’s organized the contributions of 1.4 million American 

volunteers for community service. Now, it’s influence has been turned toward climate action.  

CivicSpark’s mission is to “build capacity for local governments to address climate 

change and water management needs” (CivicSpark, n.d.-b). Every year, they offer a CivicSpark 

fellowship to 70 new graduates in the field of climate change and water management, giving 

young professionals a unique opportunity to gain hands-on experience in climate action work. 

Each fellow is assigned to a capacity-building initiative for local governments in nine regions of 

California—over 100 projects on climate and water sustainability are now underway. Depending 

on their interest and background, fellows might find themselves working with community 

members on a climate action plan, leading planning staff through a GHG emissions inventory 

tool or setting up a pilot program for free energy audits to homeowners. Each fellow is assigned 

https://www.lgc.org/
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a regional coordinator who supervises their project, serves as a professional mentor and helps 

them make important connections with local leaders. To become a beneficiary, an organization 

must be a public agency—a local governments or a department within a agency—with an evident 

need to increase capacity: they must lack full-time sustainability staff, a climate action plan 

and/or mechanisms to track climate progress (CivicSpark, n.d.-a).  

Founded on the concept of capacity building, it’s not surprising that CivicSpark reveals a 

multi-faceted framework of support, coming from above and below in an flexible, hierarchical 

network. CivicSpark receives support from state and national partners, and with that backing 

they dispatch much-needed resources to disadvantaged local governments straining to meet 

sustainability targets, and provide training to new college grads looking for professional 

experience in climate and water sustainability. For CivicSpark, moving civic society towards 

climate goals means: 1) reaching out to their networks, 2) striving for a deep understanding of 

local communities, and 3) educating participants at all levels.  

Making connections: powered by networks.  

CivicSpark continuously reaches out to partners and supporters within their multi-leveled 

network. The LGC mobilized their long-standing network of connections throughout the state for 

the initial set-up of the project. They reached out to key actors, who, in turn, used their 

connections and skills to support the project. Wraith explained:  

Our guiding principles are connecting leaders and advancing policies, so we have a wide 

network that we tapped into…through our partnerships with local jurisdictions around the 

state through LGC, we were able to identify a regional partner in each one of our regions, 

and they served as the hub for local government action in that work and in that region. 
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Drawing upon existing networks provided structural support for the project’s success. “They 

were great champions in so many ways for a new program at the time,” Wraith explained.  

Local Community Focus: in-depth local engagement  

Wraith stresses the importance of engaging local communities—they’ve modelled the 

core elements of their program around this concept. She explained, 

[The] process starts with working with local communities to identify their needs and 

work to address them together. I think one of the biggest shortcomings of a lot of climate 

work, and just community engagement work in general, is that you have somebody who 

comes in, who doesn't have connections to the community, who prescribes a solution and 

then works to implement it with kind of a limited touch for community engagement.  

CivicSpark has embraced this insight—the program is laser focused on ensuring that each project 

and its approach arise from specific community conditions, needs and strengths.  

CivicSpark projects are composed of four main activities, all of which emphasize 

understanding and engaging the local community (CivicSpark, n.d.-b). Once a beneficiary is 

chosen, a CivicSpark fellow performs a gap assessment to figure out what resources—tools, 

staff, knowledge—the organization is lacking. Next, a service project—involving research, 

planning or implementation for climate or water sustainability—is proposed and launched, based 

on the specific needs revealed in the gap assessment. Then, the assigned CivicSpark fellow 

focuses on setting up volunteer engagement. Each service project establishes new or enhances 

existing volunteer projects in the community, further building the capacity of the local agency to 

meet their goals through ongoing community support and awareness. Lastly, CivicSpark 

emphasizes knowledge sharing. They make sure that key staff within the beneficiary 

organization receive the necessary training, tools and knowledge to continue to the project after 
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the fellowship ends. Wraith explains how CivicSpark encourages fellows to connect deeply with 

their service communities:  

That's something that all of our fellows spend a lot of time doing throughout the year, is 

working directly with communities. We have a tremendous number of fellows working 

on outreach projects…a lot of what they're doing is going into the community, hosting 

community meetings, collecting comments and feedback. I think we really encourage 

people to not work in a bubble. 

Educating: empowering through education at all levels.  

An overarching and layered concentration on education and training is a fundamental 

practice that CivicSpark uses to mobilize communities on climate action. CivicSpark shares 

knowledge through both structured and indirect approaches. Their well-crafted system 

demonstrates flows of experiential feedback, two-way learning and multiplied social capital. 

Fellows receive extensive training throughout their service year: three retreats; a regional context 

training for their service area; and two trainings a month with regional coordinators. In turn, they 

share knowledge and tools with local government staff and community members through their 

service projects.  

During his time as a climate fellow (2015-2016), Mitchelle De Leon worked on the 

Water-Energy Community Action Network on the WE-CAN San Joaquin Valley project. In 

addition to practicalities like offering landscape upgrade rebates and training local landscapers 

on drought-tolerant landscapes, the project centred around community outreach. De Leon set up 

a Community Resilience Internship, bringing on college student interns to promote the rebate 

program with door-to-door, face-to-face engagement in disadvantaged communities. De Leon 
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described his excitement about how he was able to educate and empower others through sharing 

responsibility with his volunteer team:  

I had eight interns… I'm really a big believer in [the] snowflake leadership model… to 

mobilize people. In that snowflake you're right in the middle of it…and you pass on the 

knowledge and you ensure that each snowflake is capable of doing other things, and you 

empower other people to do their work as well. 

CivicSpark creates multiple loops of reciprocal learning between the fellows, community 

members, and local and state governments. CivicSpark is a Governor’s Initiative program, 

meaning California Governor Jerry Brown chose it as a program that aligns with the State’s 

goals. Wraith explains how CivicSpark facilitates learning at different levels of governance: 

[Through] Governor Brown’s Initiative program, we have a direct connection to the state 

government. They give us great resources, they train our fellows. And [it’s a] really great 

opportunity for the governor's office to learn about the local efforts that are going on 

around the state through the program. 

Wraith continues, 

 “…a lot of communities…really feel the benefit of being connected to a state-wide 

program because all of our fellows are in a cohort, they talk a lot, even though there are 

68 of them, they're sharing resources, they're sharing ideas. So, we're seeing that these 

really small rural governments, who are in most ways cut off the big policy making that's 

getting done, are actually getting to learn from the best practices of these big cities that 

also are hosting fellows. I think being able to in some way bridge that urban rural divide 

is something that we're doing to an extent… that's been one of the things that has been 

really successful at the local level. 
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CivicSpark demonstrates the efficacy of a coordinated top-town and bottom-up approach.  

They gain enormous support through state and regional partners and sponsors, yet they deeply 

engage local government and surrounding the community to both define and build the project. 

They understand that knowing and building close ties with the community can help to build 

capacity for climate action over the long-term. 

Case Study 4: Corvallis Sustainability Coalition 

During the case selection phase of my research, I came across an article outlining the 

energy efficiency achievements of the City of Corvallis, Oregon. I noticed that Corvallis was 

ranked in the top 10 cities running for the Georgetown University Energy Prize, a competition 

that challenges small and medium US cities (population under 250,000) to reduce per capita 

energy use (Day, 2016a). Competing cities benefit from energy-use reduction and rapid 

movement toward climate targets. The winning city will be rewarded with a notable $5 million 

energy efficiency “dream project” (Georgetown University Energy Prize, n.d.). Corvallis 

mobilized their community to reduce energy use through extensive citizen involvement—over 

10,000 volunteer hours (Lettero, 2011)—and a partnership between the City of Corvallis, Oregon 

State University (located in Corvallis), and two NGOs: the Corvallis Sustainability Coalition and 

the Corvallis Environmental Centre.  

Shortly after learning about Corvallis, I received an email from a contact who was 

responding to my request for exemplary examples of social mobilization for climate action. 

“Check out the Corvallis Sustainability Coalition…. Annette Mills is one of the best community 

organizers I have ever met and a good place to start,” recommended planning consultant Kirsten 

Greene. As I learned more about the city, I quickly realized that they had something special 

going on—almost the entire community was somehow involved in an ongoing, city-wide 
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sustainability project built on inclusive engagement, trusting relationships and partnerships with 

local government.  

The Corvallis Sustainability Coalition is network of organizations and individuals taking 

action to improve the sustainability of Corvallis and the surrounding Benton County. It’s a 

commendable example of mobilizing citizens on climate action, as they have rallied hundreds of 

volunteers and an extensive cross-section of community groups over several years—they have 

over 300 partner organizations including businesses, non-profits, faith organizations, universities 

and grade schools. In Corvallis, many of the people you encounter are somehow connected to the 

CSC.   

Connecting: key actors building coalitions for climate action. 

“Have you met Annette Mills? You need to talk to Annette,” exclaimed several people in 

Corvallis. Mills’ name came up again and again, until it seemed almost synonymous with the 

City’s successful citizen engagement. Mills and her husband David Eckert moved to Corvallis in 

2006, attracted by the communities pre-existing sustainability characteristics like local food 

supply, an active community, and a compact downtown (Day, 2016b). Shortly after she arrived, 

Mills got in touch with a couple of community members who were already working hard to 

activate social change: Maureen Beezhold, coordinator of the local Northwest Earth Institute 

chapter and Bruce Hecht, co-leader of The Natural Step chapter. “They all had done a lot of 

work, years worth of work, laying the groundwork here in Corvallis to get sustainability on 

people's radar screen,” said Mills. She found a community rich with key actors—civic leaders 

activating community members to participate in climate action and environmental protection. 

Corvallis Sustainability Coalition was founded by connecting the community’s key 

actors, as they focused on building a coalition that could gain more traction by joining forces. 

https://www.nwei.org/
http://www.thenaturalstep.org/
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Inspired by The Natural Step framework (James & Lahti, 2004), Beezhold and Hecht invited 

local sustainability leaders to a meeting in January 2007. Mills recalls that 40 people from 25 

different organizations showed up, and they discussed how to take a more coordinated approach 

to working together on sustainability targets. By the end of the meeting, they had decided on 

several different action groups, like energy, land use, transportation and food, which attendees 

committed to joining. “People volunteered to be on these different task groups, and then Bruce 

and Maureen said, "Who would like to be on a steering committee?" And my hand shot up 

because I thought, "This is great. I just moved here. I really want to be part of this," Mills 

described. The Corvallis Sustainability Coalition was formed, and Mills went on to become a 

face of the organization, even though she is quick to give credit to the many others who are also 

very central to the group’s success.  

One of those key leaders in the CSC is Brandon Trelstad, the Sustainability Officer for 

Oregon State University who has served on the CSC executive committee as vice-facilitator 

since its inception. It’s an understatement to say that Trelstad knows a lot about the nuts and 

bolts of sustainability. When I asked Trelstad about the why the coalition has been successful in 

mobilizing community participation, he tells me, “Annette Mills… that’s the number one 

answer.” I pressed him, “What’s her secret?  What is it about Annette?” Trelstad said, “She 

really understands grassroots networking, and she’s an incredible smart person and she’s an 

incredibly hard worker, too much so.” I continued, “Is there something special about the way that 

she engages people to get them on board?” Trelstad paused for a moment, then responded, 

“[Mills] is an excellent listener. She really has a deeper understanding than most people of what 

motivates people and how to appeal to that…you really need to understand and take the time to 

listen.” 
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Building relationships: trusting, reciprocal connections  

Mills approach to inspiring civic engagement is largely about building relationships 

through sincere interest and care for people and finding ways to help participants feel understood 

and included. I soon learned first-hand how Mills engendered participation in the coalition’s 

climate action work. It might seem like a small detail, but in my interactions with Mills, she 

always answered emails, communicated promptly, and went above and beyond to make sure I 

had what I needed for my research. She displayed a level of care and integrity that motivated and 

energized me. It became clear to me that others felt the same way, and they became inspired to 

contribute their time, money and ideas to the CSC. “I just feel like it's important to respond to 

everybody. People do fall through the cracks every once in a while, but I just think it's so 

important to take the time to respond to people,” said Mills.  

Building trust and respectful relationships emerged as a central hub, around which the 

CSC’s network of volunteers rotate. I asked Mills what she considers some of most important 

elements for relationship building for climate action: 

I think it's really important to be out in the community a lot. Some of the people on our 

Steering Committee shrug their shoulders at me and say, “How do you know so many 

people?” Well, because I go to stuff. Helping people connect with each other and really 

just genuinely taking an interest in people.  

When I think of Mills’ approach to outreach, I think of the term “old fashioned values,” of 

treating others in the way you’d like to be treated. This seemingly simple way of interacting with 

others, may have more power to mobilize than we give it credit for.  

Mills demonstrates that it’s important to make it easy for people to engage, to ensure that 

engagement is inclusive and offers multiple ways for people to be involved. “It's really important 
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for people to feel included and to have easy ways of being included. I think that's really 

important,” said Mills. The CSC doesn’t charge a membership fee—they remove barriers for 

people who might have an interest in joining and allow people to contribute as much, or as little, 

time and resources as they want to. “If they feel like there's a role for them, and it can be 

something extremely simple if they don't have time to commit…I do feel like that's important,” 

Mills explains. Further, the coalition’s inclusive engagement approach ensures that people feel a 

sense of acceptance for their level of contribution to climate action—Mills sees it as a 

continuum:  

I want everybody who is the least bit interested in sustainability to feel like they're part of 

this because that's how you help people move along that continuum, is by engaging them. 

And I feel like helping people feel accepted and having that view that we're all on a 

continuum and none of us is there… I think conveying a sense of acceptance to people 

about where they are is really, really important. 

Shared ownership: climate action through distributed responsibility. 

One of CSC’s first steps was to approach the City of Corvallis—already at work on an 

organizational sustainability policy—with an idea to create a city-wide sustainability plan. Mills 

explained, “The City Manager said, ‘Well…that's good for you guys to adopt this as one of your 

goals, but we don't have the staff resources to do it.’” The CSC responded by offering to 

shoulder a large part of the planning process. By 2008, the City officially partnered with the 

coalition on the Community Sustainability Action Plan (CSAP). “What they decided to do is 

[give] us $50,000 to hire a consultant to work with us to develop a Sustainability Action Plan,” 

recalled Mills. The CSAP is a community-built plan—the coalition trained 50 facilitators to 

gather input from hundreds of community members and volunteers donated thousands of hours. 
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The plan is viewed as a living document that’s focused on implementation. The community 

revised the plan in 2012 and 2014, checking their priorities and making sure actions are relevant 

and achievable.  

In Corvallis, the leadership on climate action and sustainability is decentralized and local. 

The CSC demonstrates how supporting and partnering with government bodies can build 

capacity for engagement in a community.  The sustainability plan benefited from substantive 

community input—the community co-owns the plan, in a sense. Their work highlights the value 

of shared ownership, sometimes referred to as co-production. Co-production reveals that when 

civic groups and governments share involvement in community plans and services, it results in 

more legitimacy and distributed responsibility for implementation (Bovaird, 2007; Dietz & 

Stern, 2008; Sarzynski, 2015).  

Every year, the Coalition hosts a Town Hall event in Corvallis. “The town halls are big 

event for the year…it’s really, I would say, the community sustainability event of the year. 

There’s no close second to it,” said Trelstad. At the Town Hall, a sustainability fair showcases 

organizations and businesses taking action on climate and sustainability goals. Participants 

wander through displays focused on ways to engage in climate action. At the Citizens’ Climate 

Lobby booth, presenters use hand weights to display how many pounds of GHG go into the 

atmosphere for each gallon of gas used, before starting a conversation on carbon tax policies. 

Seeds of the Sol, a non-profit, tells residents how they can use zero-interest loans to finance 

home solar panels or how to become a lender themselves. Students from Oregon State 

University’s sustainability office hand out information on their Green Office Certification pilot 

program to business owners.  
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Immediately following the fair, hundreds of residents sit down together to contribute to 

the ongoing execution of the action plan, generating ideas for new partnerships, policies, or 

actions—almost entirely focused on implementation. The Town Hall closes with a celebration of 

achievements, in which CSC steering committee members salute successful projects by the 

volunteers, businesses and local agencies. These acknowledgements energize the room and incite 

future participation. At the Sustainability Town Hall, everyone is welcome. 

Five Key Areas of Practice 

Practice 1: Connections and Relationships.  

Table 5: Connections and Relationships 

1: Connections & 
Relationships 

1A: Making Connections  
 

1A-1: Networking 
1A-2: Coalition Building 
1A-3: Coordinating on a Global Scale 

1B: Building Relationships 
 

1B-1: Building Respect 
1B-2: Interacting Face-to-Face 

1C: Key Actors  
 

1C-1: Importance of Key Actors  
1C-2: Individual Capacity of Key Actors 

 

My research investigated organizations that successfully mobilized a wide cross section 

of people to take part in climate action. What are they doing right? What are they doing a lot of? 

I discovered that the key actors in these organizations spend a lot of time on making connections 

and building relationships. They focus on actions that make new connections or deepen existing 

ones: mapping out different players; investigating groundwork that’s already been done; tapping 

into the social capital of key actors. They do something simple and powerful—connect with 

people.  
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Making connections. 

Networking.  

Meaningful and consistent networking—interacting with other individuals or 

organizations—appeared as a core activity in every case I investigated. Each organization took 

the time to network, and in doing so engaged in a wide variety of beneficial activities, including 

expanding reach, negotiating, bargaining, gaining financing, and bringing new groups into the 

fold. De Leon emphasized how important networking was to CivicSpark’s work with local 

governments throughout California:  

it takes a lot of time to build credibility…it's dependent on ensuring that you have the 

right networks to ensure that you got the word out there and build the right partnerships 

with the different local organizations who have been there and done the work and have 

the credibility. 

Consistently making connections with key, well-connected individuals from groups both 

inside and outside of the organization’s reach often greatly aided in their ability to meet goals. 

An organization’s initial set-up and launch often hinged on early and deep connections made 

through networking. Wraith notes the importance of networks during the launch of CivicSpark: 

We [had] all these connections to start with—we had regional staff members, we had 

these regional partners. It’s a great way to manage a dispersed statewide program, 

because we have very clear contacts in each one of these regions who we're very 

comfortable working with and reaching out to. So, [it] definitely helped in start-up and 

beyond. 

A commitment to networking is essential for organizations that wish to mobilize a wide cross-

section of individuals on climate action, as well as to build their influence and capacity.  
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Coalition Building. 

Some organizations focused their networking activities specifically on building 

coalitions: organizing and uniting several groups or players around a central vision. As their 

name indicates, the Corvallis Sustainability Coalition (SCS) formed after several sustainability 

leaders in Corvallis met to see how they could increase progress on environmental and climate 

objectives. When Annette Mills moved to Corvallis she connected with sustainability leaders in 

the community.  Mills recalls, 

We [got] all these different groups together…and at the end of the morning, there was 

agreement that what we really needed to be more effective was to have some kind of a 

network or coalition, so that we could communicate with each other more effectively, and 

that we would be able to seek out opportunities for collaboration more easily.  

Coordinating on global scale.  

350.org is unique and notable in that it built a worldwide coalition for climate 

mobilization. Building a coordinated global movement was one of the organization’s initial 

goals. Meinam said that to achieve “the goal of building a global climate movement…folks 

[travelled] around the world, figuring out what power already existed, who was already fighting 

for climate action around the world.” Mapping out the networks and connecting with key actors 

was central to building a global climate movement.  

Building relationships. 

Building respect. 

When asked about the most important elements for community building, interviewees 

they didn’t present intricate engagement techniques or flashy digital media strategies. They 

talked about the simplicity and potency of building strong relationships. When I spoke to Mary 
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DeMocker, she was staying on a farm in rural Eugene owned by her friends and co-founders of 

350Eugene, Deb McGee and Patty Hine. They had invited her to use a cabin on their property as 

a writing retreat for DeMocker’s upcoming book, Once Upon a Time We Saved the World: 100 

Empowering Ways Parents Can Reclaim the Future. The trio became friends after McGee and 

Hine read one of DeMocker’s articles on climate activism, and proceeded to contact her. They 

became fast friends, and later partnered to co-found 350Eugene. DeMocker described the care 

and respect that defines her connection with her 350Eugene co-founders:  

What has helped us has been relationships because Deb and Patty and I just love each 

other... I mean, look, I am out here on their farm four years after I met them, in a little 

writing house with this tiny cabin they've given me to write my book in when I need to 

get away from my city house. I think a lot of our strongest connections come out of just 

strong personal relationships. 

Relationship building is a core activity for McGee and Hine. DeMocker explains,  

We want to build a movement, and that starts with relationships.  [McGee and Hine] have 

tons of people over all the time for dinner and out on the farm and people come and stay 

the night and they talk into the wee hours… they build relationships all the time.  It's how 

they socialize. 

DeMocker interrupted our conversation to describe four chickens walking across the yard, 

following behind McGee in a line, as if she was their mother. The scene was a good analogy for 

social mobilization—inspiring others to follow you on the journey.  

Interviewees revealed that building strong relationships rests on simple, but significant 

actions like ensuring that people feel respected and included. The case studies demonstrated that 

responsive, respectful, inclusive actions can lead to lasting trust and robust networks of social 
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capital. CSC’s Annette Mills always endeavours to respond to community members, and to let 

them know they’re appreciated: “I think letting them know how much we appreciate that they 

make time for this [CSC] in their lives is really important.” Each case study demonstrated the 

value of a humanistic approach to social mobilization. The simple act of treating people with 

kindness and respect is, perhaps, underestimated, yet builds closer relationships that can form a 

platform for collective action.  

The act of listening—and how it increases trust, respect and understanding—surfaced 

many times in my conversations with interviewees. CSC’s Brandon Trelstad noted, “to get 

[people] on board, they need to have their voice heard.” CCL’s Cathy Orlando discussed how 

important listening is to their organization’s work. Orlando explained, “I can facilitate so many 

things because listening is the most important thing about being a lobbyist…listening to what the 

politicians need us to do in order for them to get the job done.”  

Interacting face-to-face. 

Interviewees highlight face-to-face interaction as a key element of genuine relationship 

building. Trelstad underscores, “We need to be out there engaging face-to-face more. I think 

that’s part of the solution, is to really hear what people are saying.” He notes the empathetic 

connection forged within face-to-face interactions: “there is a certain accountability in our face-

to-face exchanges that is lost in the internet… I think that’s one of the dangers in our social 

mobility in the digital age, there’s anonymity and so you lose that connection, that empathy.” 

Firme also finds it essential to his work lobbying politicians, “Especially with politicians, I find 

it’s hard to get their attention if it’s not face-to-face.” Even though all of these organizations rely 

upon digital technology, they acknowledged that a personal, human connection meaningfully 

engages their networks. “Managing people over the Internet is probably one of the most complex 
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things to do. So, you take that time to check in with more than just what people are doing with 

their actions…like their life,” noted Orlando.   

Key Actors. 

Importance of key actors. 

Every case I studied revealed the presence and influence of key actors, both in leadership 

positions in the organization and in the network supporting the organization. When De Leon 

became a climate fellow with CivicSpark, he was assigned to work with local governments in the 

California’s Central Valley, a pointedly conservative part of the state that isn’t readily accepting 

of pro-environmental policies. To help him gain access to potential partners and roll out his 

program, De Leon depended on the pre-existing credibility of a key actor. Mentor Joseph 

Oldham, the director of the San Joaquin Valley Clean Transportation Center, provided openings 

and a sense of trust that De Leon wouldn’t have otherwise had access to. He recalled, 

[Joseph] has significant experience in the local government and he has a lot of credibility, 

so it was the most powerful tool to be able to say, ‘Hey, I know Joseph…and [he] told me 

to contact you,’…and that is actually the best way to reach out to someone… otherwise, 

you're not going to get the call back, and they're not going to respond to your emails. 

De Leon noticed people had a resistance to concepts like climate change in Central Valley 

communities. He described how his connection with Oldham made it easier to connect and 

partner with stakeholders in that region, “You need someone to vouch for you and we were lucky 

to have someone do that for us. That was, absolutely, the best engagement tool.” De Leon was 

able to leverage his project with the social capital of a valuable connection.  
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Individual capacity of key actors. 

Research by Ling and Dale (2014) showed that these key actors draw upon internal 

capacity through their skills and external capacity through their connections. Individuals in my 

case studies indicated a variety of factors that contributed to their capacity to mobilize others and 

advance their organization’s agenda. When I asked Mills how she played a key role in 

mobilizing her community to become a national leader in climate action, she shared the value of 

acquiring skills to support her work. Mills explained, “Over the decades, I've developed 

organizational skills…a combination of hard work and having certain skill sets is important.” 

Mills continued to emphasize hard work and dedication: “I wouldn't say it was easy for me to 

walk into this. It's taken a lot of hard work. I've had so many communities contact me and they're 

looking for that magic bullet.” Interviewees also spoke about inspiration and enjoyment as 

primary drivers of their work. DeMocker shared the thrill of a particularly fruitful community 

rally, “It was just such a moment…the whole crowd was just jubilant and it was just this 

beautiful moment.” CCL Canada’s National Director Cathy Orlando talked about the spiritual 

nature of her work:  

When you are armed with truth and you are armed with love and you are doing this for no 

other reason than it needs to be done…it's not for ego, it’s because it has to be done. 

That's it. You are so powerful. 

The ability to reach out with a genuine interest and care for people was a hallmark 

characteristic of my interview subjects. They understood that the efficacy of their work was 

heightened by approaching others with understanding, trust and support. In story after story, 

networking, building relationships and connecting with key actors emerged as pillars of social 

mobilization for climate action. 
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Practice 2: Inclusive Civic Engagement  

Table 6: Inclusive Civic Engagement 

2: Inclusive Civic 
Engagement 
 

2A: Ease of Engagement 
 

2A-1: Lower Barriers to Involvement 
2A-2: Maximize Opportunities for 
Involvement 

2B: Political Participation 
 

2B-1: Lobbying 
2B-2: Supporting & Partnering  
2B-3: Confronting & Pressuring 

2C: Action-Oriented 2C: Focusing on Action & Implementation 

 

Organizations that find success in social mobilization for climate action—those that 

engage a wide-cross section of people, involve stakeholders over the long-term and bring new 

participants on board—focus on inclusive civic engagement. In an era of reduced political 

participation, low voter turnout and meagre membership in community clubs and societies, these 

organizations are improving ways for people to take part in climate action. Each organization I 

studied has cultivated their own approach to shifting climate policy through citizen participation. 

On the spectrum of civic engagement, some of them partner with and support politicians, others 

primarily confront or pressure them. Regardless of approach, they were all making progress on 

climate action, mobilizing citizens to take part in lobbying, activism, education or policy-

making. Three sub-themes of how successful climate organizations enact inclusive civic 

engagement emerged: they make it easy for people to engage, help them take part in the political 

process, and maintain a focus on action and implementation.  

Ease of engagement.  

Lower barriers to involvement. 

The climate leaders I interviewed focus on making it easy for people to engage in their 

programs. Mills makes sure that anyone in Corvallis who wants to contribute to the coalition has 

the opportunity to get involved. She embraces all citizen and partner contributions, even those 
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who can only contribute as little as a few dollars per month. She maintains that an inclusive 

approach is the best approach to mobilizing the community. If people can’t contribute, that’s 

okay too; Mills welcomes their attendance at events or their input on community plans. “I've 

been through that conversation so many times where [people] say, ‘Oh, we should charge a 

membership fee.’ No, we should not. We’ve got to be inclusive,” maintains Mills. A 

commitment to inclusivity may help to explain why CSC gained the participation of more than 

300 partner organizations and hundreds of individuals in the small city of 60,000 residents. 

CSC’s approach found novel ways to bring the community together behind clean energy 

initiatives. Mills acknowledges that not everyone is living a sustainable lifestyle and that 

projecting such an expectation on people isolates them, rather than brings them into a movement.  

Maximize opportunities for involvement. 

One way that organizations mobilize participants is through providing multiple ways and 

clear direction on how people can participate. Meinam highlighted, 

We try to come up with very clear ways that folks can get engaged. So, whether it'd be 

something like signing a petition or sending a tweet, to hosting a house party at a 

community meeting, to joining an action in your community and calling your senators, 

there is a really wide array and wide range of levels of engagement that we present. 

350.org presents multiple ways that people can get involved, from marching in a rally to full-

scale direct action that could, potentially, lead to arrest. This approach highlights the spectrum on 

which climate action and social mobilization occurs. Individuals fall in different places along the 

spectrum—some people are comfortable sending a letter, others want to make a significant 

personal contribution or sacrifice—so providing multiple approaches and entry points for taking 

action is important for organizations to consider.  
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The Citizen’s Climate Lobby also makes it easy for their volunteers to participate; they 

send out a few ideas for action every month and provide clear direction on how to take part, 

making it easy for people to engage in carbon pricing lobbying. Orlando shared, “we provide an 

incredible framework for people to attach themselves to without them having to think too much. 

So, every single month they get a couple of small actions that they are supposed to do.” The 

request might be to take a few moments to sign an open letter advocating a national price on 

carbon or contacting your MP to talk about their party’s climate policy.  

Political participation. 

Ehrlich (2000) defines civic engagement as “working to make a difference in the civic 

life of our communities” (p. vi). All the cases I studied engaged participants in political action on 

climate change to some degree, although each organization took a different approach. My 

research revealed three main approaches to political action on climate change: lobbying, 

partnering or supporting, and pressuring or confronting. Citizen’s Climate Lobby Canada teaches 

citizens how to lobby politicians provincial and national governments for specific policy changes 

to mitigate climate change. CivicSpark and Corvallis Sustainability Coalition support and partner 

with local and regional governments to implement community level energy solutions. 350.org 

pressures governments to take bold and rapid progress on climate solutions. 

Lobbying.  

CLL’s Firme has never participated in a climate change march or direct action. You’re 

more likely to find him raising his hand at an event where a Member of Parliament is speaking to 

create an opportunity for a one-on-one meeting. Firme was attracted to CCL’s non-partisan 

approach to lobbying politicians in support of climate policy. He explains that he was attracted to 

lobbying and participating in activities focused on specific policy solutions, as an alternative to 
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direct action and confrontation. “CCL has like a different approach to activism than I typically 

see…like raising signs and going against something,” said Firme. He appreciates that lobbying 

gives him the opportunity to talk to politicians and better understand their positions on climate 

policy. “It really opens up a space to talk about this issue between…me and the politician. And 

you really do feel like you connect with them...you just come away with a feeling that, okay, we 

connected on this and somehow, we did something,” said Firme. Cathy Orlando views lobbying 

as powerful form of political engagement, sharing, “[We] empower individuals to have 

breakthroughs exercising their personal or political power,” and she points out how CCL’s 

approach is different, but not better than, other forms of political climate action, “our schtick is 

lobbying…as opposed to being protesters. We are lobbyists, nothing against protestors. We 

totally need them.”  

Supporting and partnering.  

Local governments often have a longer wish list of clean energy goals than resources to 

accomplish them. That’s where organizations like CivicSpark are vital, as their civic engagement 

model funnels staff, education and support to small local governments. When they support a 

local government with a climate fellow, who joins their staff for a year, all sorts of side benefits 

occur. CivicSpark’s climate fellows are the bridge between local government priorities, on-the-

ground implementation and community engagement. Former climate fellow De Leon was 

attracted to working with CivicSpark because of it’s focus on implementation. De Leon notes, 

“the whole purpose of anything of the projects that CivicSpark undertakes is to build capacity for 

local governments or public agencies…[many] are understaffed and…don't have the capacity to 

really undertake climate action at a local level.” De Leon appreciated that his time working with 

CivicSpark allowed him to support local governments to implement climate priorities, rather 
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than taking a confrontational approach. “I think it's a lot friendlier that what you may have in a 

confrontational advocacy campaign to mobilize people,” said De Leon. Wraith describes the 

impact that CivicSpark support has on local governments: 

Cities coming to us have a long laundry list of projects that they want to complete, but 

have no staff whatsoever to do them…we have a long list of successes, of actual projects 

that have been completed that never would have even been touched on if it weren't for a 

CivicSpark fellow coming in. 

The entire premise of CivicSpark is to support, collaborate and educate local governments, and 

in doing so, they train a new generation of sustainability leaders.  

The Corvallis Sustainability Coalition also makes progress on climate action through 

supporting and partnering with local governments. Since helping develop the Sustainability 

Action Plan, the CSC has continued to work closely with government staff, rallying the 

community behind action teams that work to support the City on implementation priorities. 

Recently, Trelstad worked with city staff to create a Climate Action Plan. Similar to the 

coalition’s involvement in the sustainability plan, Trelstad says that the CSC will support the 

climate plan “primary through identifying stakeholders and taking on specific actions.”  

Confronting and pressuring politicians.  

350.org’s approach to political change is through activism. One of their primary, 

overarching goals is to “pressure governments into limiting emissions.” They focus on climate 

activism that targets specific politicians, governments, and the private sector. McKibben 

reflected on the organization’s transition into public disobedience. “It was the first time in the 

climate movement when…[we] had asked people to engage in civil disobedience….my instinct, 
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which proved correct, was that in many ways it’s easier to ask people to do hard things than easy 

ones,” he explained.  

350.org provides detailed online training for civil disobedience, which often proves 

effective. For example, when the University of Edinburgh, Scotland declined to divest from 

fossil fuel investments after a three-year campaign by students in a local 350.org group, the 

students decided to escalate their campaign with confrontational tactics. They organized a ten-

day occupation of the university’s finance department. In response, the UoE announced it would 

divest from three of the largest fossil fuel companies within six months (Fossil Free Europe, 

n.d.). Actions like this one are featured, along with detailed how-to instructions, in 350.org 

educational guides, available for free to individuals and groups around the world.  

Action-oriented 

Focusing on action and implementation. 

Every organization I studied emphasized a focus on taking action and sustaining 

momentum as a key way to mobilize citizens and partners. They move quickly from education 

about the challenges of climate change to inviting people to take concrete action. Orlando 

outlined CCL Canada’s approach to engagement: “we are very action-oriented, because ‘action 

is the antidote to despair’ [quoting Joan Baez] and Citizens’ Climate Lobby is the cure for 

climate trauma.” Orlando described how her own experience changed when she shifted from 

doing presentations on climate change impacts to taking more concrete action, lobbying 

politicians for carbon pricing: 

When I used to give Al Gore presentations, I would just come home with massive 

headaches.  I would be like, okay, where is the really steeping cup of strong tea, and two 

Tylenol, and an aspirin? The first time I ever lobbied Congress, I only asked for two 
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appointments on the first day. [Afterwards], I went for a really long walk and it was like 

oh, my goodness, I don't have a headache.  

The Corvallis Sustainability Coalition also concentrates on ways that people can take 

action. They invite local businesses, churches, students and politicians to participate in activities 

and events. Action teams (composed of volunteers) to work on a variety of climate sustainability 

projects. Mills points out that they suggest volunteers start by taking small actions, which then 

increases their connection to the coalition. Mills describes how this method is built into 

meetings:  

At the end of the meeting, you go around the table again and have each person say what 

are they going do between now and the next meeting. And everybody needs to walk away 

with something, even if it's, ‘I'm going to read the minutes,’ or whatever. If they feel like 

there's a role for them—and it can be something extremely simple if they don't have time 

to commit—I do feel like that's important…and that helps them be more connected.  

The organizations I studied understand that action is energizing. 350Eugene’s Mary De Mocker 

explained how inviting elementary school students to take part in a rally for a climate change 

lawsuit was met with an enthusiastic response: 

The kids are so inspired…. They see something that they can have an impact on. So, 

when we said, ‘Hey you guys, we need kids in the courtroom.  Do you want to go see this 

thing?’  They are like, ‘Yes!  We want to be there!’ 
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Practice 3: Storytelling and Educating  

Table 7: Storytelling and Educating 

3: Storytelling & Education 3A: Telling Compelling 
Stories  

3A-1: Artistic, Visual Storytelling  
3A-2: Understanding Motivations & Target 
Audience 

3B: Educating  3B-1: Revealing Connections & Inequity 
3B-2: Training 
3B-3: Two-way Learning 

 
Storytelling and education are at the heart of effective mobilization on climate action. 

Leaders used inventive storytelling techniques that layered several elements—education, 

heroism, inequity, moral imperatives, and spectacle. Their stories grabbed attention, inspired and 

invited citizens to step into a role. Once participants became engaged with an organization, they 

become immersed in a variety of educational processes. Exemplary organizations working on 

climate solutions educate their participants through training (both on-line and in-person), 

revealing connections between issues, and creating networks of reciprocal, or two-way, learning.  

Telling Compelling Stories.  

Artistic, Visual Storytelling.  

In an open field near New Delhi, India, 3000 schoolchildren took their places within a 

giant grid system, using their bodies to compose the shape of an elephant. The art installation, 

known as the Climate Elephant, was organized by artist Daniel Dancer as part of 350.org 

demonstrations to raise awareness for the 2010 UN Climate Change Conference in Cancun, 

Mexico, COP16 (White, 2010). The installations were designed as a planetary scale art project—

enormous shapes that satellites 400 miles above the earth could locate and photograph.  

The installation served as a medium for the artist and the children to tell a story, one that 

raised awareness of the elephant’s significance to India’s culture, environment and identity, and 

climate change’s impact on elephant habitat. And it linked to a larger global story: how climate 
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change threatens life on earth. The installation characterizes 350.org’s approach to crafting 

stories that attract attention on a global scale. Meiman described how exciting storytelling 

contributes to awareness and movement building, “It's not just about getting media buy-in, or 

getting them to cover your story, but that also really excites people and gets the media invested 

in the movement, and really brings them in.”  

350.org excels at producing artistic, highly visual storytelling and educating everyday 

citizens around the world on how to construct powerful statements demanding climate action. 

DeMocker’s background in theatre and film have given her a genuine understanding of the 

power of artistic storytelling for inspiring participation in the climate movement. She explained: 

We are telling a story here, and we are trying to engage people's emotions, and we are 

trying to make it visually enticing for photographers who are always looking for a fresh 

perspective…and also to make that something that people are inspired by.   

Understanding motivations and target audience. 

Interviewees explained that their carefully crafted stories are based on an understanding 

of their audience’s motivations and targeting specific issues or people in positions of power. 

CivicSpark’s practice of developing close partnerships with local governments called for a 

cautious approach to crafting messages. De Leon shared the challenges to working in a very 

politically conservation part of California: “you have to tread really tricky waters to ensure that 

what you're saying is framed correctly, and you are framing your message to the appropriate 

audience…because climate change is one of those highly-politicized issues.” De Leon 

emphasized, “You know, my team never even said the word climate change in the 11 months 

that I was there.” These examples show that approaches to getting a message out can vary 

widely, yet be equally successful, depending on the context.  
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Organizations also focus their messaging to reach a specific target. Orlando reminds 

volunteers to send letters to the editor, to get their climate policies in the media to nudge 

Members of Parliament on climate policy. “We work with our local media, so we are constantly 

sending them letters to the editor. This year, in the first four months…of 2017, we have appeared 

on our editorial pages across Canada over 200 times,” Orlando said, “you need to track that 

information closely so you can show it to the Parliamentarians.” DeMocker notes that her anti-

pipeline art installation had a clear target; it pointedly concluded with a well-defined request: 

share your views with the Governor of Oregon. “At the end [of the display] was a selfie station 

and a postcard booth…you could write to the governor of Oregon because she is the one that can 

stop the pipeline. So, it was a very targeted campaign,” explained DeMocker. It’s something that 

Meinam considers for 350.org’s campaign messaging: “I think it's always crucial to really 

remember who your targets are, whether that's an elected official or a fossil fuel company.”  

Educating. 

Each case I researched focuses on education as a doorway to participation in some 

capacity. Corvallis Sustainability Coalition educates community members on how to participate 

in sustainability initiatives through a wide variety of events, celebrations and work parties. 

Citizens’ Climate Lobby educates citizens on how to lobby the federal government for carbon 

pricing. 350.org provides open source education to any citizen with an internet connection, 

through their extensive collection of online training materials. CivicSpark’s entire system of 

climate action is built upon an educational model, providing training for new graduates and 

bringing new policy and implementation methods to small local governments.   
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Revealing connections and inequity. 

Increasingly, organizations are educating people on the connections between issues, 

particularly through revealing the inequity and injustice that connects to climate change causes 

and impacts. McKibben noted that individuals from communities already impacted by climate 

change are “really emerging as the kind of leadership proofs in this work.” Though their climate 

action around the globe, 350.org has emerged as a frontrunner for bringing awareness and 

support to these communities. Meinam explained, 

… framing and showing that climate change is inherently an issue of justice not only 

allows us to get to the root of actually tackling it, but also allows us to show the 

intersectionality between fights for climate action and immigrant rights and indigenous 

sovereignty, to really show that all of these things are connected, and that if we want to 

have climate action, we need to show up for all of these other issues because they are 

inherently connected. 

350.org emphasizes the importance of empowering people and groups whose voices are 

often silent and overlooked in the climate conversation. Sharing power in a world of power 

imbalances shapes their organizations work. McKibben recalled the people who were sending in 

photos of their demonstrations in one of 350.org’s first big climate action days: “Most of [the 

participants] were not what people think of as conventional environmentalists; most of them 

were poor, black, brown, and young because that’s what most of the world is composed of.” He 

notes that marginalized groups’ participation is increasingly significant to the climate movement, 

as they often experience the most direct impacts of climate change.  

During his fellowship, De Leon worked on a project focused on addressing climate 

injustice. He describes, “I was engaged in that project mostly focused on developing community 
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engagement strategies for disadvantaged communities, using a tool called CalEnviroScreen, 

which identifies vulnerability to environmental issues…it's essentially an environmental justice 

tool.” Projects like this one reflect CivicSpark’s commitment to building capacity in 

communities of “exceptional need,” which are disproportionately affected by environmental 

issues (CivicSpark, n.d.-a). 

Training.  

Thoughtfully crafted training programs ensure that participants have the skills and tools 

they need to make a genuine contribute to the climate movement. For example, CivicSpark 

provides in-depth training for climate fellows throughout their assigned 11-month service year. 

Wraith described: 

[Training] starts with a week-long orientation with all the fellows, then we've got also a 

mid-year retreat, as well as the end of year graduation retreat. Between that we do two 

trainings a month… and then we also have regional staff in each one of our seven regions 

that do a monthly professional development training with the fellows.  

Fellows leave the program with hands-on professional development training. “I actually had 

about five different projects throughout the year, which is really a great opportunity for young 

people coming out of college to explore different opportunities,” said De Leon.  

Two-way Learning.  

A large part of CivicSpark’s success results from the two-way learning that’s embedded 

in their structure—learning moves through reciprocal loops that cycle through the educators, 

local governments and community members. Many of the organization’s regional directors are 

former climate fellows, and the climate fellows serve as the connection between different levels 

of government. Wraith explained,  
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We have a direct connection to the state government. They give us great resources, they 

train our fellows. And then, I think on the flip side…[there’s] a really great opportunity 

for the governor's office to learn about the local efforts that are going on around the state 

through the program. 

The experiences of climate fellows during their service year is used as feedback, which reshapes 

the CivicSpark curriculum for future climate fellows. Wraith described the many reciprocal 

learning pathways within their organization: 

…a lot of communities, particularly in rural areas who are not working on these projects, 

really feel the benefit of being connected to a state-wide program because all of our 

fellows are in a cohort, they talk a lot…there are 68 of them—they're sharing resources, 

they're sharing ideas. So, we're seeing that these really small rural governments, who are 

in most ways cut off the big policy making that's getting done, are actually getting to 

learn from the best practices of these big cities that also are hosting fellows.”  

CivicSpark is a great example of how reciprocal learning becomes an upward spiral of 

mobilizing climate action through education.   

Practice 4: Shared Ownership and Local Focus  

Table 8: Shared Ownership and Local Focus  

4: Shared Ownership & 
Local Focus 

4A: Shared Ownership 
 

4A-1: Distributed Responsibility 
4A-2: Digital Engagement  
4A-3: Empowering Others  

4B: Local Community Focus 4B-1: Understanding Local Communities 
4B-2: In-depth Local Engagement 

 
The organizations I studied—those with either a global or community scope—revealed a 

shared, or decentralized, approach to participation and a local community focus. The cases 

showed that to engage people on climate solutions is to empower them, to freely share authority 

resources, and to strive for solutions rooted in local understanding: 350.org empowers citizens to 
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take part in a global climate movement through a creative expression that’s unique to a their 

town or region; CivicSpark fellows learn as much as they can about a local community before 

proceeding to create close, local partnerships for joint action; Corvallis Sustainability Coalition 

guides community members, businesses and government staff through the shared responsibility 

of implementing the city’s Sustainability Action Plan; and Citizens’ Climate Lobby shows 

citizens how to lead political change through dialogue with local representatives. 

Shared ownership.  

Distributed responsibility. 

When the City of Corvallis told the CSC that they didn’t have the resources to craft a 

city-wide sustainability plan in 2007, the CSC rallied the community—concerned community 

members, business owners and local groups—to do a large part of the hard work. In this case, the 

City wasn’t implementing a top-down set of climate and sustainability goals, hoping to win the 

community’s support. Rather, the community co-produced the plan and is deeply involved in 

implementing its objectives to this day. As a subscriber to CSC action team emails, my inbox 

lights up daily with invitations to climate expert presentations, local farm to table events, 

contests held by small businesses, and potlucks by residents hosting climate discussions in their 

homes.  

Trelstad highlighted why it’s important to share responsibility for projects with 

volunteers: “[When volunteers] take ownership over a project, they’ll stay with it, and to varying 

degrees we’ve had action teams very successful with that.” Shared ownership indicates that the 

authority and influence over a project is distributed among many people or groups, rather than 

controlled by a central agency. Meinam explained that her work with 350.org expanded her 

understanding of how to build a distributed climate action movement: “It’s not necessarily trying 
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to get everyone to say the same thing everywhere, but really construct a mobilization or at least, 

a distributed one, in a way that folks can take it and run in their local context.” Shared ownership 

within climate action projects is characterized by providing open source access to resources, 

empowering others, and fostering diversity.  

Digital engagement. 

In the cases I studied, social media platforms served as information-sharing hubs and 

starting points for continued engagement. Digital engagement supports social mobilization 

through increasing the number and diversity of participants and directing them to offline events 

(Sheppard et al, 2015). Wraith noted the importance of digital technology for information 

sharing between CivicSpark climate fellows. “I'm realizing how many opportunities our fellows 

are finding for collaboration through different technological platforms…. We can leverage social 

media and technology to share best practices, product updates, ideas, and challenges,” Wraith 

said. Though social media is not an adequate replacement for in-person engagement, the power 

of digital platforms to serve as a tool for organizing and linking large numbers of participants 

shouldn’t be understated. Meinam emphasizes the central role that social media plays in 

350.org’s ability to connect climate actors around the globe: “A huge part of our organizing is 

digital…. It allows for folks in Iraq to see that people in Brazil are fighting for the same thing. 

And so, it really connects these fights that are happening around the world.” 350.org’s online 

educational tools for climate activism are freely shared with anyone who wants to take part in 

climate justice. McKibben described how information sharing emerged in the early days of the 

organization:  
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The use of Facebook and [other social media platforms] was just starting. So, there was 

this chance that you could start throwing things out there. A lot of people referred what 

we’ve done as the first example of kind of open source to organizing that there was.  

Empowering others. 

Groups also ignite deeper participation in climate action by sharing power or 

responsibility with others, engendering a sense of empowerment. De Leon was motivated by 

how much autonomy he had in his climate fellowship role: “One thing to know about CivicSpark 

is that it definitely doesn't have a top-down approach. The fellows have such input into their 

projects. It’s really incredible how you can shape your project, and the overall direction of your 

project.”  Sharing ownership by handing someone else the power to act inspires participation 

within and around an organization. Meinam maintains that this is one of the reason’s for 

350.org’s ability to mobilize people on such a large scale: 

We are way more about movement building and empowering individuals and 

organizations than we are about exclusively bettering ourselves, which is something I 

love a lot about 350, and feel like it's the reason why this organization has grown so 

much. 

Local Community Focus.  

“Think globally, act locally,” a phrase used often in the environmental movement over 

the last several decades has become somewhat cliché, but it’s still a relevant concept in 

mobilizing involvement in climate action. The research revealed ways in which people are first 

engaged in climate action in their local communities: bus-loads of students on their way to watch 

a lawsuit for climate protection; community groups that offered to host an art installation; and 

residents who volunteered to join a climate action advisory board in their town. Focusing on 
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community-level participation was a key method for increasing participation in climate action. I 

discovered that effective organizations focused on understanding local communities and 

establishing in-depth local engagement. Climate organizations mobilizing citizens realized that 

the places closest to us—our homes, towns and cities—are where climate change impacts will 

land, and also where political and practical solutions can be realized.  

Understanding local communities.  

Understanding local communities was an underlying principle of CivicSpark’s climate 

action work. They approached each local government partner with the purpose of gaining a 

thorough understanding of their needs, challenges and assets for making progress on climate 

goals. With an aim to build the clean energy capacity of local governments in California, 

understanding an agency’s performance and how they function in the community was 

paramount. Wraith explains, 

Each one of these beneficiaries fills out a capacity assessment… ‘What is your capacity 

at right now? What are the things that you want to get done on a project level, on a staff 

level, and on a volunteer engagement level? And also, what is your knowledge of what 

are widely considered prominent environmental issues?... So, we really get a holistic 

view of what these departments actually know, and where they want to get to…it's this 

collective process of information sharing, asking questions, and defining goals and 

outcomes.”  

The knowledge they collected shaped the remainder of each climate fellow’s project: what need 

the project filled, how it related to the community, who will be engaged and how the community 

members will carry it on after the fellow’s role ends. De Leon talked about how a deep 

understanding of the community was central to his project’s success. “I think that's key for any 
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community engagement. You have to really ensure that you understand the community and you 

understand the different players in the community, and really understand the politics, as well”.  

In-depth local engagement.  

Engaging local community members on local issues is where most of the organizations I 

studied began their mobilization. DeMocker described her entry into climate action through 

staging neighbourhood climate art: 

[My street] got a lot of foot traffic, and it was just easy and fun and cheap, and a way to 

kind of invite people to think about space differently, and think about their own ways of 

interrupting the conversation in a creative way.  

CivicSpark fellows looked for existing local volunteer programs to build upon, and if 

there weren’t any, they’d proceed to set them up. Wraith emphasized, “Our whole model is built 

on direct community engagement being one of the most—if not the most—important elements of 

successful climate action work.” In-depth local engagement builds the network that carries 

climate action into long-term implementation. “Again, it all goes back to knowing the 

community that you're working with, having close ties to that community, engaging the 

community, and then also empowering the community to feel like they can continue this work,” 

said Wraith. 

Practice 5: Support and Capacity   

Table 9: Support and Capacity  

5: Support & Capacity 5A: Giving and Receiving 
Support 

5A-1: Supporting Team Members 
5A-2: Recognizing Achievements & 
Contributions  
5A-3: Receiving Agency & Financial Support 
5A-4: Building Leadership Capacity 

 
Organizations mobilizing for climate action don’t only direct resources to others, they 

build a framework of support internally. These case studies revealed layers of supportive actions 
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occurred within the organizations, which sustained the group members and increased their ability 

to engage those around them. Inspired leaders championed others in their organization, 

encouraging them to take on more responsibility. Successful groups set aside time to celebrate 

the achievements and raise the profile of their partners. All of the cases I studied took the time to 

build the capacity of their organization, through supporting team members, sharing resources, 

sourcing outside support, recognizing achievements and building leadership skills.  

Giving and receiving support.  

Supporting team members. 

Supporting team members and volunteers is a core activity for the CCLC, and they 

integrate that support into a weekly schedule. Firme finds it helpful to check in the with Orlando, 

regularly. “I try to call her once a week, or every once in a while, just to talk about how [we’re] 

doing and…just listen and connect with each other,” said Firme. Likewise, Orlando agreed that a 

supportive network is important: “build a small group of people around you...you need that 

group of people around you, [it’s] really important.”  

In addition to providing encouragement, team members also helped each other and their 

partner organizations through avid resource sharing. Successful climate mobilizers often make 

information and tools available for free, so that as many people as possible can access them. 

Wraith said that CivicSpark fellows share a significant amount of resources between themselves, 

the organization and local governments over the course of a service year: “the fellows share so 

much information about collaboration and opportunities to connect.” 

This resource sharing benefits their local government partners, many of whom don’t have 

adequate staff or budgets to make rapid progress on climate engagement. For 350.org, in keeping 

with their global reach, they support groups around the world, encouraging them to make use of 
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their climate action resources. Climate mobilizers curate and distribute information that users can 

translate into action.   

Recognizing achievements and contributions.  

“It's important to recognize people's contributions,” said CSC’s Mills. She highlighted the 

supportive atmosphere that organizations can generate through recognizing and celebrating 

success both inside the organization and in the community. The CSC invites partner 

organizations to present at their quarterly gatherings. Socially responsible local businesses jump 

at the change to show the CSC volunteers, community leaders, and city partners how they’ve 

been taking action on climate change or other sustainability goals. Mills explained, “This is a 

way to shine the spotlight on our partner organizations.” Mills noticed that once businesses 

realized the CSC provided an opportunity to recognize their work, they moved up the ladder of 

engagement from partner to becoming contributors and sponsors, demonstrating a reciprocal 

structure of giving and receiving support. Furthermore, partner organizations use the time to 

spotlight community events they’re hosting, sparking even more engagement by community 

members.  

Receiving agency & financial support. 

In addition to providing support, climate organizations also pursue and receive multiple 

types of support. They seek out the support of other leaders in their networks and financial 

contributions from other agencies. For example, CivicSpark greatly benefited from its 

designation as a California Governor’s Initiative Program. “Governor's Initiative Program is 

something that carries a lot of weight, and also, in our early stages, carried credibility,” explains 

Wraith.  They, in turn, pass that support on to their beneficiary local governments. “I think a lot 
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of the time, the want to mobilize is there, but they just don't have the funding and staffing to 

make it happen. We're providing the manpower to get these great projects done,” said Wraith.  

Building leadership capacity.  

The cases I studied demonstrated ways to build the leadership capacity of participants, 

taking them from being a bystander or passive recipient of information into an active role. They 

nurtured participants’ sense of personal efficacy and inspired them to act. For example, at 

350.org their leadership development gives participants the tools to increase their competency 

for climate activism. Their website hosts an extensive list of training tools that teach would-be 

activists about grassroots organizing, building online campaigns, and raising funds for their local 

movement. Their campaign, Fossil Free, has engaged new climate activists at universities across 

the US and in many countries around the world—student-activists are taking leadership roles, 

stepping up to demand that their institutions divest from fossil fuel investments. Meinman shared 

her thoughts on the campaign’s success: 

The thing that warms my heart the most is how [the Fossil Free] campaign has really 

ignited a generation of activists, and has grown incredible leaders out of that movement 

that are now leading the movement and training other people to be leaders.  

Discussion 

The findings of the case study data reflect the existing literature in many ways.  Previous 

research on public participation pointed out that successful processes are ones that increase trust 

and level of influence on a process (Beierle & Crawford, 2002; Dietz & Stern, 2008). This was 

evident within the organizations I researched, whose leaders focused on building trusting, 

reciprocal relationships and giving participants real power to influence projects or campaigns. 

For example, Trelstad commented on volunteer commitment to action team projects, “[if you 
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allow volunteers] to take ownership over a project they’ll stay with it, and to varying degrees 

we’ve had action teams very successful with that.” The literature review indicated a weak 

relationship between public participation processes and policy implementation (Beierle & 

Crawford, 2002). However, the cases I studied showed examples of engagement that had an 

impact on policy decisions (as in 350.org’s successful fossil fuel divestment campaign), as well 

as on implementation (as demonstrated in the CSC’s participation in taking concrete action on 

Corvallis’ sustainability plan.  

My research findings also reflected the need to increase education on civic engagement. 

The cases provided civic engagement training for participants through a variety of different 

approaches—partnering, lobbying, and confronting. I was moved by the interviewees who 

described the inspiration they gained though civic participation. DeLeon explained, “I never 

planned to be engaged in local government…CivicSpark has really activated a lot of these young 

people who are speaking and engaged in local politics.” 

Putnam’s (2001) assertion that social capital is a “prerequisite for political mobilization 

and reform” (399) was mirrored in these case studies. Interviewees often described how their 

existing networks and trusted relationships inspired or supported them to form coalitions, pull off 

successful events that mobilized large groups, and bring new participants into their programs. 

The literature on social capital and the trust formed in face-to-face settings (Dietz & Stern, 2008; 

Ostrom, 2010; Putnam, 2001) links to my research findings, as well, indicating that the potency 

of mobilization that starts at the local level within our personal interactions. The connections we 

make and the trust we build during in-person interactions can inspire us to lend our time and 

energy to a movement, even a global one. Though not explicitly discussed in the literature, I 

believe this explains, in part, why social mobilization relies heavily on a local community focus, 
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in the places where we gather and meet—our person-to-person interactions are a doorway to 

meaningful engagement and action.  

All of the groups I studied demonstrated the presence of key actors. I observed evidence 

of both types of key actors, connectors (that linked groups) and critical nodes (those who 

assumed leadership roles in mobilization processes) (Dale & Sparkes, 2011). Many, if not all, of 

my interviewees were key actors, in that they accessed the social capital of various community 

groups, built trust between groups and navigated political systems. During our conversations, I 

observed the factors that contributed to their individual sense of agency and capacity—both 

internal (e.g. skill and confidence) and external (networks and connections). For example, Mills 

explained, “Over the decades, I've developed organizational skills, and so a combination of hard 

work and having certain skill sets is important.” I found that key actors, drawing upon their 

personal agency, powered and influenced not only the organization they were a part of, but 

continually expanded the reach of the organization, leading to more effective social mobilization 

for their climate programs.  

The cases I studied also displayed examples of coproduction (Bovaird, 2007), in which 

community groups and government agencies forged robust partnerships. CivicSpark’s work on 

setting up in-depth community engagement networks with local governments is a good example 

of how sustained citizen participation can lead to implementation of climate programs like the 

ZEV (zero emission vehicle) Readiness and Implementation program and the San Francisco 

Energy Efficiency program. Many of the interviewees were actively reaching out to various 

levels of authority to increase progress on climate action. This focus on shared implementation 

between different agencies led to tangible results that, in turn, further energized their 

participants.   
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The theme of storytelling through artistic, visual means that appeared in the results 

wasn’t covered in my literature review. However, there is a body of research showing that visual 

imagery—such as 2D and 3D visualizations, thermal imagining, and video—are an effective 

public engagement tool for exploring climate solutions ((S. Sheppard et al., 2015). For example, 

the results of a study by Sheppard, Shaw, Flanders and Birch (2008) showed that visualizations 

of climate change scenarios increased viewers’ intent to take action on climate issues (p. 14-15). 

My research findings, that visual storytelling invites participants to take action, bolsters existing 

research on this topic.  

Generalizability  

Investigating multiple cases increases the generalizability of results (Yin, 2013). This 

study, in which four case studies were researched, lends itself to a mid- to high level of 

generalizability for other organizations working on social mobilization for climate action. First 

of all, each case is from a different field (or organizational culture): global grassroots activism, 

political lobbying, local government capacity building, and community-based volunteering for 

climate action. It’s notable that even among these differing approaches to climate action, the 

practices for mobilizing communities appear to be very similar. As shown in Table 4, many of 

the key practices were shared by all four of the cases. Secondly, even though all of the 

organizations studied are based in Canada and the United States, two of the cases—350.org and 

Citizens’ Climate Lobby—have groups or chapters in several countries around the world. This 

indicates that those two organizations are using the same methods successfully in other cultural 

settings. Based on the parallel methods used by the four structurally different organizations, I 

believe that the findings in this study, suggesting key practices for social mobilization for climate 

action, can be replicated by other groups and communities of varying scales and types.   
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Part 5: Conclusion 

The case studies revealed that there are key areas of practice to draw upon in order to 

mobilize participants to take climate action: making connections and building relationships, 

providing opportunities for inclusive civic engagement, telling compelling stories and providing 

education, sharing ownership and maintaining a local focus and maintaining support and 

building capacity.  

Within the organizations I studied, these practices were usually interconnected and 

occurring simultaneously. The cases revealed the ways in which these practices are often 

interwoven to achieve multiple benefits. It’s useful to visualize the key practices as the various 

sections of an orchestra: the woodwinds, brass, strings and percussion sections simultaneously 

support a unified and engaging symphony. Likewise, for a group that’s connecting, engaging, 

sharing, educating, and supporting in unison—the results can lead to powerful examples of social 

mobilization for climate action, as seen in this study. For example, an organization’s focus on 

practices like supporting team members and building leadership capacity can support their 

members in other practices like in-depth community engagement. I believe that it’s important for 

groups interested in adopting these methods to recognize that they’re most effective when 

they’re layered and integrated, leading to a wholistic organizational approach to social 

mobilization.  

That said, I’d recommend that organizations place extra emphasis on practice area #1: 

connection and relationships. Making connections, building relationships, and the role of key 

actors accounted for 35% of interview responses. Interviewees repeatedly and enthusiastically 

highlighted the importance of building relationships (and making new connections) to their 

group’s success. As Mills simply responded when asked about the most important elements of 
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community building: “A lot of it is about building relationships.” Interviewees ascribed much of 

their ability to mobilize to the amount of attention they gave to making new connections, 

building networks and forming deeper, more trusting relationships. It’s my hope that 

practitioners will focus on building rich relationships that can lay the groundwork for 

coordinated action in response to climate change. A key area for future research is how 

organizations should best use digital methods, which society has come to depend upon, to 

facilitate the longer-lasting, in-person discussions on climate solutions that are often the entry 

point for meaningful action. 

The central role of relationship-building in facilitating social mobilization for climate 

action highlights the need for more meaningful connections and improved coordination at all 

levels of human society. Social science is essential for finding ways to address climate change, to 

better understand the processes and systems behind the social transformations required to 

respond to environmental change in the coming decades (UNESCO & ISCC, 2013). The World 

Science Report 2013 (UNESCO & ISCC, 2013) called for researchers and practitioners in 

different disciplines to harmonize their actions: “social scientists [should] work closely not only 

with each other, but also with colleagues from the natural, physical, engineering, health and 

human sciences on accelerating the delivery of credible and legitimate knowledge for real-world 

problem solving” (p. 34). Perhaps no other human emergency has so keenly called for co-

production than climate change. Social mobilization is, in essence, people working together at as 

many levels as possible to take action on climate mitigation and adaptation. Therefore, finding 

the optimal methods for working together—carrying out highly coordinated and widespread 

action that bridges political and social divide—are more important than ever.  
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Recommendations  

Embarking on this research, I asked: What type of engagement and communication 

practices can communities use to facilitate social mobilization for climate action? Drawing upon 

the insights of the climate leaders I interviewed for this study, I offer suggestions for 

organizations that want to widen their circle of social mobilization for climate action. The 

following recommendations reflect the understanding of climate leaders on why their 

organizations were successful in mobilizing participation and what they consider the most 

important elements of community building for climate action. 

Recommendation 1.  

Reach out: make connections, expand networks and build relationships.  

Organizations that mobilize communities for climate solutions do so through consistently 

expanding their networks and building trusting relationships. Meaningful and consistent 

networking—interacting with other individuals or organizations—appeared as a core activity in 

every case I investigated. Through networking, organizations can expand their reach, negotiate, 

bargain, gain financing, and bring new groups into climate solution activities.   

It’s important to recognize the influence of key actors, people who take active leadership 

roles in their community. Organizations should focus on making connections with key, well-

connected individuals from groups both inside and outside of the environmental field. 

Connecting with key actors can help climate action groups gain access to potential partners, 

engage new members and leverage existing groundwork that’s already been done.  

Building trusting relationships at all levels contributes to social mobilization for climate 

action while building strong relationships rests on simple, but significant actions like ensuring 

that people feel respected and included. The case studies demonstrated that responsive, 
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respectful, inclusive actions lead to lasting trust and more robust networks of social capital. 

Building closer relationships serve as a platform for collective action. 

Recommendation 2.  

Offer inclusive civic engagement activities: make it easy for people to engage, show 

them how to take part in the political process, and maintain a focus on action and 

implementation. 

The organizations I studied recognized the importance of asking people to participate in 

the political process, so they set up inviting, inclusive and easy ways for citizens to participate in 

moving policy toward climate solutions. Interviewees pointed out that civic engagement should 

be inclusive. Ideally, organizations engage people along a spectrum of potential participation, 

reaching both those who have a lot, or only a little, to give. Organizations successfully 

mobilizing for climate action often provide frameworks that make it easy for potential 

participants to connect to, providing multiple approaches and entry points for taking action.  

My case studies revealed that it’s possible to make progress on climate actions through a 

variety of political approaches—lobbying, partnering and supporting, and pressuring and 

confronting—but that all provide opportunities to teach citizens to take part through education on 

activism, outreach or policy-making. Focusing on action and implementation attracts more 

participation, regardless of political stance. Participants may feel drawn to engage with an 

organization when they feel that they’re participating in climate solutions that may be impactful 

and make a difference.   
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Recommendation 3.  

Tell compelling stories and offer immersive educational experiences for participants.  

The organizations I studied mobilized participants through telling compelling stories. 

They used inventive storytelling techniques that layer several elements—education, heroism, 

inequity, moral imperatives and spectacle. Their stories grabbed attention, inspired and invited 

citizens to step into a role. Furthermore, the stories captured an understanding of motivations and 

often targeted a specific audience or leader. Interviewees pointed out that clarity about who your 

targets are can heighten the impact of your message.  

Once participants became engaged with an organization, they’re often immersed in a 

variety of educational processes. Exemplary organizations working on climate solutions 

educated their participants through training (both on-line and in-person), revealing connections 

between issues, and creating networks of reciprocal, or two-way, learning. Educating potential 

participants on the connections between issues, particularly through revealing the inequity and 

injustice that’s connected to climate change impacts, can be the spark that mobilizes participation 

in climate action. When organizations are developing strategies, it’s also important for them to 

consider two-way learning; powerful learning can occur through reciprocal loops that cycle 

between educators, agency staff, leaders, and community members.  

Recommendation 4.  

Empower others through sharing access, responsibility, and leadership roles, starting 

from the ground up in local communities.  

The cases I studied revealed that to engage people on climate solutions is to empower 

them, to freely share authority and resources, and to strive for solutions rooted in local 

understanding. Local engagement is the doorway or first entry point to social mobilization in 
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terms of lasting participation, even on a global level. Sharing ownership with others mobilizes 

them to take part, as they see the opportunity to take part in leadership roles and contribute to 

projects in a meaningful way. Interviewees found opportunities to mobilize others through 

empowering them, inviting their participation on a fundamentally influential level. Handing 

someone else the power inspires enthusiastic participation in climate solutions. Furthermore, 

organizations emphasized the importance of empowering diverse and marginalized people and 

groups whose voices are often silent and overlooked in the climate conversation.  

Focusing on community-level participation was a key method for increasing participation 

in climate action. Engagement builds on understanding real climate impacts to residents in their 

communities—when citizens see these impacts, they’re more likely to take action. Interviewees 

pointed to direct community engagement as one of the most important aspects of successful 

climate action work.  

Recommendation 5.  

Give support and build capacity: support team members, celebrate achievements, build 

leadership capacity, and seek outside support.   

The organizations I studied built a robust framework of internal support that bolstered 

their ability to mobilize others for climate action. Team members helped each other and their 

partner organizations through encouragement and avid resource sharing. Organizations can 

create a supportive atmosphere through recognizing and celebrating success both inside the 

organization and in the community. They can build the leadership capacity of participants, taking 

them from being a bystander or passive recipient of information into an active role. They should 

nurture participants’ sense of personal efficacy and inspire them to act. Climate organizations 

also pursue and receive multiple types of support as they seek out the support of other leaders in 
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their networks and financial contributions from other agencies, which in turn help them mobilize 

their networks.  
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Appendix A: Interview Guide 

Sample of proposed interview questions and prompts: 

1. Tell me how you got involved in the project. What's your current involvement? 

2. Explain the origins of the project? Who were the champions?  

3. How you assess your accomplishments and set backs? 

4. What have you learned from your engagement in this project? How will you 

apply that learning? 

5. Tell me about why you think this project has been successful in mobilizing the 

community to participate in climate action. 

6. How were you able to encourage a wide variety of stakeholders to participate 

in the project?  

7. Tell me about the types of engagement methods you used in this project.  

8. To what extent are your approaches informed by similar projects in other 

communities? Do these projects inform each other?  

9. Can you share your perspective on what you consider the most important 

elements of community building for climate action? 
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